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Work’s Target: Comparing both frames and getting conclusions.

7
(figure) Both frames studied at this Master Thesis.
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1. Which is the motivation to work on that?
Since I was nine, I started to be really interested in Competition’s World like
Formula 1 or Motorcycles Championships so I spent time in reading different types of
books about them, particularly books that talk about different technical solution and
interesting data, for example which set up is necessary for each circuit, which kind of
configuration on suspensions is better if there is a concrete problem (nowadays there’s a
famous word called chattering), which is the powerful that is able to give for any engine
at any circuit depending on characteristics of it and others.
While I was growing up I saw that this was the world I would like to work one day
so I was worried about which was the way I had to take. For this reason I studied
Industrial Engineering specialized in Mechanics trying to get and understand valuable
information (Getting concepts to have a strong base) and increasing my knowledge
about it.
Barcelonatech UPC, STA and Colegi Enginyers Industrials de Catalunya organizes,
twice or three times a year, conferences about Competition Engineering (Formula 1,
MotoGP...) where students can understand more clearly the concepts that they are
studying at class and can have a general view about which could be their future in next
times, if they would like to work on it. These meetings helped me to understand better
this engineering field so that, on the other way, it is really difficult to get information
for your own, and also gave me new targets to continue studying hopeful.
The same university (Barcelonatech UPC) has two teams (Formula Student and
Moto Student). There, the students design, built and drive a car and a motorcycle,
respectively, made by themselves, being a good step of formation for whose that one
day want to work on this. Unfortunately, I hadn’t enough time, although I would have
liked to do it and could be a good opportunity to learn more.
When I had to decide which my Master Thesis topic was, I had an idea really clear:
something related about competition world. I was really curious why some Moto2 teams
used tubular frames and other ones beam (no tubular) frames, so I thought to discover
this point through my Master Thesis.
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2. Work summary
Nowadays, at Moto2 Championship there are mainly two kinds of frames talking
about profiles (“square” the majority of them like Suter, FTR or Moriwaki and tubular
some of theme MZ and Promoharris). At this work is going to be compared which are
the mechanical differences between a tubular and square (no tubular) frame about
stiffness, torsion and flexional resistance, weight, inertia,... and trying to take some
conclusions.
This project is composed by two parts:
-

The first one is a bit of general information talking about the history of
motorcycles (particularly frames field), then there is a short introduction about
which kind of frames exists, a description on important points that define
motorcycle’s geometry and finally, the materials that frames are made of.
(Chapters 3 to 5)

-

Second part, it’s the static and dynamic comparison between two frames. The
first frame is made of steel and its tubular profile while the second one is a
frame made of aluminium and its square profile. Both are drawn by SolidWorks
and then analyzed by ANSYS with their belonging forces. To improve the
results there is an optimization part. Some hypotheses are considered to do the
analysis a bit less complex. An analysis on mechanical fatigue, modes on
vibrations and own frequency are done too. Also there is a section about how
frames could be manufactured, their weldings needed and a small study about
cost. (Chapters 6 to 13).

Finally, there is a short chapter about environment (energy wasted to do the frame
(approximated) and to do this master thesis). It is an important thing to be considered
for now, next future and future. (Chapter 14)
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3. Introduction
3.1. History of motorcycles. Particularly frames
Here a short history about motorcycles world (who were the people that
invented/improved it and what they developed on it):
1861 – Pierre Michaux and his sons, Ernest and Henri, fitted a bicycle with
cranks and pedals – precursors to the modern-day motor. So the motorcycle, as
imagined, was an evolution from a vehicle powered by only human energy: the bicycle.
1867 – Sylvestre Howard Roper invented an engine of two cylinders that worked
with steam.
1868 – L.G. Perreaux devised a steam-powered motorcycle engine called veloa-vapeur.
At these times, all motorcycles were a bike’s frame (figure 3.1.a. and figure 3.1.b.)
with a motor adapted on it. Until the general adoption of rear suspension several
decades later, this diamond ancestry (including its brazed-lug construction) was
discernible in most frame designs. Motorcycle, like the pedal cycle, was after all a
single-track vehicle in which the use of an inclined steering head was a convenient way
to provide the front-wheel trail necessary for automatic straight-line stability.

(Figure 3.1.b.)
(Figure 3.1.a.)

(Figure 3.1.a.) Cradle frame, successor to the diamond bicycle pattern. The cradle tubes are extended
rearward to the wheel spindle lugs.
(Figure 3.1.b.) In the dúplex cradle frame the cradle tubes are also extended upward to the steering head.
[FOALE, Tony. Motorcycle handling and chassis design, the art and science. 1st edition. Pag. 1-4].
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Since the earliest motorcycles were virtually pushbikes with small low-powered
engines attached at various places this was the common frame type to adopt, particularly
so long as pedal assistance was required.
1879 – Giuseppe Munigotti patented the first gas-burning internal combustion
four-stroke engine for the new motorcycles.

Dr. Nicolaus Otto and Eugen Langen were developing four-stroke stationary
engines which were powered by coal gas.
1885 – Wilhem Maybach and Gottlieb Daimler took the invention by developing
an engine that ran on benzene, its maximum speed was 18 km/h and its power was 0.5
horsepower. They installed to motorcycle of 4 wood wheels
1889 – A straight forward development of this layout was the duplex cradle
frame (figure 3.2.), in which the cradle tubes were continued upward to the steeringhead lug as well as to the rear spindle lugs.

(Figure 3.2.) Triangulated in both plan and elevation,
the straight-tube Cotton frame was renowned for its
steering. [FOALE, Tony. Motorcycle handling and
chassis design, the art and science. 1st edition. Pag. 1-4].

1901 – Carl Hedstrom developed the first modern motorcycle. Hedstrom fitted
an Indian bicycle with a 1.75-horsepower single-cylinder engine.
1902 – Was invented the scooter that was thought for young people and easy use
although it was in 1914 when they were started to be built in large series.
1903 – William Harley and Arthur Davidson were students in Milwaukee when
they built their first motorcycle. Harley Davidson was born.
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1904 – Motorcycle manufacturers had begun to construct bulkier, sturdier
frames, stronger wheels, bigger engines and reinforced forks for their bikes and a clear
distinction between motorcycles and bicycles emerged
1905 – The focus was on power and manufacturers began to beef up their
engines producing engines of 500cc.
1910 – Appeared sidecar.
At the beginnings, motorcycles weren’t really reliable because they needed lots of
mechanical fixes, roads weren’t in good conditions and suspensions didn’t exist. But,
quickly, use of motorcycle was extended by a lot of liberal workers so motorcycle
begins to take importance.
1915 – At First World Ward motorcycle takes really importance so that it is easy
to go anywhere and it is less expensive as car.
1935 – It is built the first motorcycle history series equipped with a telescopic
type front fork.
1950 – Norton revolutionized motorcycle’s design with “featherbed” frame. It is
hard to over-estimate the influence that this design has had on subsequent chassis
development.
1950 – 1960 – Were regarded as a golden age for motorcycle with its use being
popularized. US and Europe dominated the motorcycle industry through 1960 but
Japanese manufactures started to grow until today.
1980 – Antonio Cobas presented a revolution in motorcycle’s world: frame of
beam made of aluminium and in 1982 founded his brand. So from that time, there were
two types of frames: double frame and tubular frame.
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3.2. Different types of frame
The purpose of a motorcycles frame is acting as a base onto which all the various
components can be bolted to. The engine generally sits inside the frame, the rear swing
arm is attached by a pivot bolt (allowing the suspension to move) and the front forks are
attached to the front of the frame. The frame can also help to protect the more sensitive
parts of a motorcycle in a crash.
The frame is the backbone of a motorcycle where all components are mounted and
connected. The frame provides mounting points for the engine and fuel tank, as well as
a pivot point for the steering head, where the front fork is mounted. A separate pivot
point is designated for the swing arm, the structure that holds the rear wheel and
suspension components. The rider saddle, or seat, is often mounted to the frame for
most cruiser-type motorcycles. Sport bikes, however, use a separate structure called a
subframe that is bolted onto the frame to provide seating for the rider. Ideally, a frame
should be lightweight yet strong enough to support the motorcycle's components.
Additionally, the frame must provide structural rigidity while maintaining flexibility
when needed.
Here some types of frames:

3.2.1. Moped (Vespino and Mobillete)
It is a frame made of steel formed by a big tube that doesn’t form a closed geometric
shape, with a patterned sheet added (figure
3.3.). The goal of this type of frame is its
functionality, spacious for the commodity of
the driver and easy access. It’s not designed to
get a good aerodynamics position (leg’s
position is not astride) so that, velocity
possible on it is not too much high.
To sum up, it’s not as much stable as other

(Figure 3.3.) Vespino’s frame. [Internet].

types but the objective is a cheap and
functional pack.
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3.2.2. Scooter
At the beginnings, motorbike’s structure was built by printed steel with the
advantage that the bodywork was included with the frame (sheets protect the different
components of the motorcycle) (figure 3.4.). But, actually it’s used steel tube
maintaining the concept of protector shield and footrest floor (figure 3.5.).
(Figure 3.4.) Vespas’s frame. [Internet].

(Figure 3.5.) Scooter’s frame. [Internet].

3.2.3. Single cradle frame
It is plainly the simplest type of motorcycle
frame (The frames from above were for low power
engines). It is characterized by a single down steel
tube that extends below the steering head and
under the motor to reconnect at the spine to form a
cradle for the motor with smaller diameter tubes to
attach the engine (figure 3.6.). Single cradle
frames are usually found in off-road motorcycles.

(Figure 3.6.) Single cradle frame. [Internet].
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3.2.4. Double cradle frame
It is based on single cradle frames and uses a pair
of down tubes to form two cradles (on either side),
providing additional support for the engine (figure
3.7.).
Double cradle frame is commonly used in custom
motorcycles and simpler road bikes. It has a well
balanced between strength, rigidity and lightness
although now the features are better in perimeter

(Figure 3.7.) Double cradle frame. [Internet].

frames.
Modern cradle frames are generally made from steel or aluminium tubes welded
together.

3.2.5. Backbone frame
It’s not a frame commonly used and comprises a single main beam from which the
engine hangs suspended from the single spine. It consists of a strong tubular backbone
that connects the front and rear suspension attachment areas (figure 3.8.).
It permits a great flexibility so
that it is concealed inside the
motorcycle. Other designs are more
strength and rigid.
Backbone could be making with
low cost, it’s easier to get it than
other ones and normally it’s used in
naked or off-road motorcycles.
(Figure 3.8.) Backbone frame. [Internet].
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3.2.6. Perimeter frame
Twin-spar frames maintain their strength against the tremendous power output of
high-performance machines which consist of a set of
beams that enclose the motor and run from the steering
head to the swing arm pivot, reducing flex under
acceleration so that they are to be gained in terms of
rigidity by joining the steering head to the swing arm
in as short as possible distance (figure 3.9.). Flexure
and torsion are reduced in big proportion. The motor is
mounted to the frame as a central stressed member,
acting as the main load-bearing component of the

(Figure 3.9.) Perimeter frame. [Internet].

frame. Two robust beams descend in the most direct
way possible from the steering head to the swing arm, passing surround the engine. The
material most used is aluminium although titanium, magnesium and carbon-fibber are
occasionally used for race bikes.
It’s used mostly by sport bikes (high power with these machines).

3.2.7. Monocoque frame
Monocoque frames act as a single piece unit that functions as seat mounting, tank
and tail section supporting structural load using the external skin of the frame (figure
3.10.).
They have a really advantage on rigidity and are used exclusively on competition
bikes but aren’t good for road bikes.
A monocoque frame gains strength by
placing its load on the external surface of the
frame, offering certain advantages offset by
greater weight.
There is a low production because of higher
manufacturing costs. These frames are mostly
reserved for specialized race bikes.
(Figure 3.10.) Monocoque frame. [Internet].
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3.2.8. Trellis frame
It uses many of the same
construction principles as the
perimeter frame and matches it
in rigidity and weight, and
connects the steering head and
swing

arm

as

directly

as

possible. The frame uses short
sections of aluminium or steel
tubing that are welded together (Problems with

(Figure 3.11.) Trellis frame. [Internet].

steel tubes include their heavy weight and
tendency to corrode) (figure 3.11.).
The trellis frame, lightweight and very rigid, offers greater strength than a twin-spar
frame, but they are more complex and there is more difficult to build them.

3.2.9. Diamond frame
This is a frame composed by only one superior strong
beam (figure 3.12.). The engine is laterally hanging. It’s a
solution that allow a big liberty on design because is
practically invisibly, while the engine seems suspended in
nothingness. It is simple, low cost and used mainly on

(Figure 3.12.) Diamond frame. [Internet].

naked, off road engines and in combination with a strong
cross-development.

3.2.10. Omega frame
It is a very particular solution which omega structure
encloses the motor and holds together the front and rear
forks (figure 3.13.). An auxiliary swing arm supports the
handlebar and the steering, and it is implemented through
the referrals that make the front wheel angle, mounted

(Figure 3.13.) Omega frame. [Internet].

on ball joints.
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To sum up, it could be said that there are only two real solutions in terms of
efficiency and economically viable for a project about a motorcycle’s frame:
-

Tubular frame made of steel.

-

Beam frame made of aluminium.

For these reason, at this Master Thesis is going to be compared both solutions with
its own profile and material.

3.3. Installation of engine at frame
There are different ways to assembly the union frame-engine.
-

Normally the installation is rigid so the engine helps to the torsion and flexional
resistance of motorcycle.

-

Also exists the flexible assembly which the engine is suspended with elastic
pins.

Here a bit analysis about both ways:

3.3.1. Rigid assembly
At this configuration, engine and frame are united being the same structure. So total
strength grows up but vibrations are transmitted directly from the engine to frame. This
makes the motorcycle a bit less comfortable for the pilot because it receives all of them.
The number of attachments can be variable:
-

Two attachments with engine: in this case, it is used a swing arm pivot as
attachment point between frame
and engine, while there is an
additional motor subjection at
front of the chassis. It results a
simple,

economical

and

lightweight solution, and it is
used

at

off-road

motorcycles

(figure 3.14.).
(Figure 3.14.) Rigid assembly: Two attachments
with engine
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Three attachments with engine: To increase the stiffness of the whole solution
can be added to the previous configuration a third attack on the top of the engine
(figure 3.15.). This configuration
creates a triangulation that restricts
the movement of the engine respect
the frame, altering the vibration
modes of the system.

(Figure 3.15.) Rigid assembly: Three attachments
with engine

-

Three attachments with opened structure: in this case is adopted a split of the
rear engine attachment, creating
one above and one below from the
pivot swing arm, at same distance
between them so that is the best
way to distribute efforts (figure
3.16.). The engine is used as a rigid
rod to close the frame structure.

(Figure 3.16.) Rigid assembly: Three attachments
with opened structure

3.3.2. Flexible assembly
When comfort is the main objective, then
the engine is attached with the frame by
flexible supports, using rubber, so as to
isolate the rest of the vehicle by the stronger
vibrations (it works as a silent block) (figure
3.17.). Of course, the general stiffness of the
whole structure cannot be as others. Then is
used the flexible mounting only in areas
where the vibrations transmitted would be
really annoying.

(Figure 3.17.) Flexible assembly

Note: drawings from figure 3.14. to 3.17. are from: [ROSSI, Massimo; TONONI, Andrea. Banco di prova per 19
indagini sperimentali su telai di motocicli: progetto, realizzazione e test.Tesi di Laurea. Anno Accademico
2004-2005. Dipartimento di Meccanica (Facoltà di Ingegneria). Politecnico di Milano. Pag 30 and 31].
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4. Frame’s geometry and its important points
The most essential part of a motorcycle frame's design is its geometry, namely,
measurements of the different tubes that make up the frame. The geometry determines
overall stiffness, aerodynamics, rider position and ride comfort, and also affects
handling and responsiveness. Generally, motorcycles frames are designed to be laterally
stiff to make power transfer from rider to wheels as efficient as possible, while allowing
the bike to flex vertically to absorb stress from rough roads or trails.
Geometry of the frame as well as weight distribution are features that influence at
stability on the bike so the manufacturer has to look for a well balanced point that allow
to use it correctly each model depending on what it is needed (agile, nervous,…) On
geometry there are 2 important axles: steering and swing arm.
-

The first one is set by the line where steering system is allowed to rotate, i.e.
fork and shank so the front contact point of the frame.

-

The second one (swing arm axle) is the place where rotates swing arm axle so
the contact point with the rear part of motorcycle.

The geometric parameters (figure 4.1.) usually to describe motorcycles are the next
ones (these parameters are measured with the motorcycle in a vertical position and the
steering angle of the handlebars set to zero):
-

The wheelbase.

-

The caster angle.

-

The trail.

(Figure 4.1.) Geometry of a motorcycle
[COSSALTER, Vittore. Motorcycle dynamics.
2n edition. 2006. Pag.4].
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On these parameters there is the base for designing the frame and their join depend
the stability and manoeuvrability which motorbike will have, in a big proportion. There
is a big interaction between them so it is not useful to examine the effects produced by
only one geometric parameter.
Train and caster angle are especially important as they define the geometric
characteristics of the steering head. The definition of the properties of manoeuvrability
and directional stability of motorcycles depend on them, among others.

4.1. Wheelbase
It’s the distance between the contact points of the tires on the road.
The value of the wheelbase varies according to the type of motorcycle. It ranges
from 1200 mm in small scooters to 1300 mm for light motorcycles like 125cc to 1350
mm for medium displacement motorcycles (250cc) up to 1600 mm and more for touring
motorcycles. Most of motorcycle can vary wheelbase from 20 to 40 mm to allow the
chances on pinion, crown and chain stress.
What happens if the wheelbase is increased? (Assuming that other parameters
remain constant):
-

An unfavourable increase in the flexional and torsion deformability of the frame.
As much is the wheelbase as less manoeuvrable is the motorcycle so that frames
are more deformable.

-

The minimum curvature radius increases so it makes more difficult to turn in a
path with small curvature radius.

-

A favourable decrease in transferring the load between the two wheels during
the acceleration and braking phases.

-

As much powerful be the motorcycle, there will be more load transfers so it will
be better a high wheelbase.

-

A favourable increase in the directional stability of the motorcycle.
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Here some wheelbase from some motorcycles (Table 4.1.):
Street Motorbikes
Competition Motorbikes
Brand and model
[mm]
Brand and model
[mm]
Suzuki GSX-R750
1400 Aprilia RSV
1345
Honda CBR600
1405 Honda NSR500 (95)
1390
Honda RC45
1410 Cagiva 500
1390
Kawasaki ZX-7R
1435 Muzzy Kawasaki 750
1395
Honda Fireblade
1435 Yamaha VZF750race
1400
BMW R1100RS
1473 Ducati 916 (95)
1400
Kawasaki ZZ-R1100
1495 Honda NSR500 (92)
1410
(Table 4.1.) Wheelbase on street and competition motorcycles [FOALE, Tony. Motorcycle handling and chassis
design, the art and science. 1st edition. Pag. A8-4 inferior table].

As a summary, the best option is a motorcycle as much agile as it could be possible
but must be also stable so always will be designed with the minimum wheelbase but
seeking that the motorcycle don’t be unstable too much.

4.2. Caster angle
It’s the angle between the angle between the vertical axis and the rotation axis of the
front section (the axis of the steering head) and it controls where the tire touches the
road in relation to an imaginary center line drawn through the spindle support.
The caster angle given to the kingpin creates two very important phenomenons for
the ride of the motorcycle, the first is related to stability, in maintaining the straight line
travel of the vehicle with the relative return of the steering after steering round a bend,
and the second is the tilt of the wheel which occurs during steering.
The caster angle varies according to the type of motorcycle: from 19º (speedway) to
21-24º for competition or sport motorcycles, up to 27-34º for touring motorcycles. Most
of them, caster angle is from 22º to 29º.
When it’s small, steering works directly on wheel turn so the direction is more direct
but harder. Also, when front fork are in vertical position and it is braking then appears a
dangerous vibration on front wheel called chattering.
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Caster angle’s value has a deep relation with trail’s value so that an increase in the
caster angle must be coupled with a corresponding increase in the trail (Table 4.2.):
Street Motorbikes
Brand and model
Deg [o]
Suzuki GSX-R750
24
Honda Fireblade
24
Honda CBR600
25
Kawasaki ZX-7R
25
Yamaha FZR600
25
BMW K1100 LT
27
Honda VFR 750
28

Competition Motorbikes
Brand and model
Deg [o]
Aprilia RSV
21
Honda NSR500 (95)
22,5
Honda NSR500 (92)
23
Yamaha VZF750race
23
Muzzy Kawasaki 750
24,5
Ducati 916 (95)
24,5
Cagiva
24-25

(Table 4.2.) Caster angle on street and competition [FOALE, Tony. Motorcycle handling and chassis design, the art
and science. 1st edition. Pag. A8-4 superior table].

In general, as it can be seen, on competition motorcycles caster angle is smaller than
common motorcycles so the objective is increasing the velocity of response but there is
a low stability on the motorbike.

4.3. Trail
It’s the distance between the contact point of the front wheel and the intersection
point of the steering head axis with the road measured in the ground plane.
Its main function is giving stability on steering and also it’s really important at first
steps of tilt when the motorbike goes inside the curve.
The value of the trail depends on the type of
motorcycle and its wheelbase. It ranges from
values of 75 to 90 mm in competition motorcycles
to values of 90 to 100mm in touring and sport
motorcycles, up to values of 120mm and beyond
in purely touring motorcycles.
It is considered positive when the front
wheel’s contact point with the road plane is
behind the point of the axis intersection by
(Figure 4.2.) Changes on trail [Internet].
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steering head with the road itself. The value of the trail is the most important for the
motorcycle’s stability (figure 4.2.), specially the rectilinear motion. Since the trail is
positive, friction force generates an auto moment that tends to align the front wheel. The
straightening moment is proportional to the value of the normal trail and the effect
produced moves the wheel to the correct direction (as movement direction). So, in
normal conditions, trail always must be positive to give a self-centred effect.
If the value of the trail were negative so the contact point in front of the intersection
point of the steering head axis with the road plane, a moment around the steering axis
that would tend to increase the rotation so would amplify the disturbing effect, seriously
compromising the motorcycle’s stability.

4.4. Center of gravity
The position of a motorcycle’s center of gravity has a significant influence on the
motorcycle’s dynamic behaviour. Its position depends on the distribution and quantity
of masses by individual components of the motorcycle. Since the engine is the heaviest
component, its location greatly influences the location of the motorcycle’s center
gravity.
The distribution of the load on the two wheels under static conditions is generally
greater on the front wheel for racing motorcycles (50-57% front, 43-50% rear); and it is
greater on the rear wheel in the case of touring or sport motorcycles (43-50% front, 4350% rear)..
As more forward the center of gravity is, as easier transfer of the power to the
ground because wheeling becomes more difficult, so if a good traction is needed (as
racing motorcycles), this is a good solution. When the position of de center of gravity is
more towards the rear of the motorcycle, braking capacity is increased.
The height of the center of gravity has a significant influence on the dynamics
behaviour of a motorcycle, especially during the acceleration and braking phases. As
higher the center of gravity is, as larger load transfer from the front to the rear wheel so
it increases the powerful allowed at rear axle but wheeling is more probable. On the
other hand, in braking, a higher center of gravity causes a grater load on the front wheel
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as a resulting lower load on the rear so the greater load on the front wheel improves
braking but helps a higher probability of flip-over.
Also, as much high the center of gravity is, as less tilt is necessary in curve but more
effort is needed to tilt it (roll angle varies). When the curve is taken, centrifugal forces
tend to displace the motorcycle to the exterior and it has to be equilibrated by pneumatic
resistance.

4.5. Moments of inertia
The dynamic behaviour of a motorcycle also depends on the inertia of the
motorcycle and the rider (figure 4.3.). Most important moments of inertia are roll, pitch
and yaw moments.
Roll moment of inertia
influences the speed of the
motorcycle in roll motion.
High values of the roll
inertia slow down the roll
motion in both entry and
exit of a curve.
Yaw moment of inertia
influences the manoeuvrability

(Figure 4.3.) Motorcycle and rider intertial moments [COSSALTER,
Vittore. Motorcycle dynamics. 2n edition. 2006. Pag. 83].

of the motorcycle. A high value
of it, it reduces handling because it’s more difficult to change the vehicle’s direction.
Normally, this fact, it is associated with long wheelbases.
Pitch moment is important for load transfer. For high values, it is more difficult
change the mass from rear to front or opposite while on the other way, low values allow
an easy change becoming a bit dangerous so that it is easier to knock over.
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5. Frame materials
A motorcycle frame is made up of basic components that must hold the rider while
also supporting the engine, suspension, steering and a variety of things such as the fuel
tank. Because of the weight of the parts needed to make the bike function, the frame
must be lightweight, inflexible and strong. Over the years, motorcycle’s frames have
been made with a variety of materials in an effort to combine strength and lightness.
Motorcycle frames are usually made of aluminium, steel or alloy with their welding
process. Carbon-fibre is used in some expensive or custom frames. Anyway, there are
many types of frame materials that could be used to build them but only some of them
are really competitive about price, mechanical properties, weight or some other points.
Mechanical behaviour on materials is really complex so that no all applications
require the same type of solicitation. Also, all materials have a different response with
the same solicitation.
First of all, it’s important to avoid that structure breaks, but also it has to be careful
on another kind of consideration as is an excessive deformation (elastic or plastic) or
excessive waste on the surface with the relatives movements between pieces.
There are two big groups about materials used on frames:

-

Metals [Iron metals (steel) and non iron metals (aluminium, titanium and
magnesium]

-

Composites (fiber carbon)

The first one (metals) they have excellent mechanical features (resistance, rigidity
and tenacity), good electrical and heat conduction, easy to shape and the possibility to
get other properties conforming to cool and thermal treatments.
About composites, they have qualities that a homogenous material for its own would
be impossible to get so that, most of cases, when some material is good at something, it
is worse for another one (resistance vs. tenacity, rigidity vs. density...). Then composites
are a mixed of two or more materials working together and taking the best one from
each.
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5.1. Common alloys
5.1.1. Aluminium
Modern motorcycle frames are often made using large sections of cast aluminium.
Computerized designs and casting technology allows for lighter but stronger frames in
today's motorbikes. Aluminium is ideal for motorcycle frames because it is cheap (less
than steel), corrosion-resistant and easy to work with. It is about one-third the weight of
steel, which is ideal because manufacturers can use three times more of aluminium
when design their frames (to get the same weight). This is important because more
material allows for a stiffer shape. Also aluminium is good at heat transmission and
mechanical resistance (statics and fatigue).

5.1.2. Steel
Steel frames are strong (high elastic limit), easy to work with during the
manufacturing process (malleable), easy to be welded and relatively cheap if it is
compared to other metals. There are highly developed technological processes because
of its great use so can be done lot of different bit changes, getting the features needed
(through heat treatment…). Also, steel is heavy and vulnerable to corrosion. Steel
frames typically are made of either hot or cold rolled steel. Hot rolled steel (HRS) is
formed while the steel is hot and oxidation forms on the outside of the bar, giving it a
rough black scale. Its surface isn't necessarily smooth or flat. Cold rolled steel (CRS) is
formed when it is cold and has a smooth surface. It tends to be stronger than hot rolled
steel but is harder to form.

5.1.3. Titanium
Titanium frames are durable because they don’t need finishes and are impervious to the
elements. Compared with steel, titanium is stronger (high mechanic resistance, so it’s
needed less for same solicitation), much more lightweight (about two times, so reduces
the final weight), good resistance to corrosion (it is formed an oxide protective layer)
and if it is polished, produces a lustrous surface. It has a good resistance on fatigue and
low dilatation coefficient. However, titanium is very expensive.
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5.1.4. Carbon fiber
Carbon fiber is a term used referring to variety of different composites. It is a light
but stiff material used in some motorcycle frames as well as other automotive parts such
as aircraft and spacecraft components, racing cars and golf club shafts. Carbon fibers
are long composed by thin strands of material made up primarily of carbon atoms that
are bonded in tiny crystals. The crystals give the carbon fiber its strength. The material
is then twisted to form a yarn that is combined with epoxy, molded into shape and
introduced inside the oven. As a result, the carbon fibber frame is obtained.
Carbon fiber is 10 times stronger or 5 times lighter than steel, it’s a non-metallic
material and it is, therefore, not at risk of rust or corrosion.

In short, now it is shown advantages and disadvantages for each kind of material so
they can be compared. It is needed a frame as light as could be possible but it must be
resistant and rigid (with the enough flexibility) when efforts are applied. Also, the
material should be easy to manufacture (machinable…) and cheap, if possible.
Advantages

Disadvantages

Steel

Good structural efficiency
Easily weldable
Ductile
Easily reparable
Price

Weight
Oxidation

Aluminium

High structural efficiency
Easy machinable
Ductile
Price

Difficult to weld
Sensible to fatigue
Difficult to repair

Titanium

Very high structural efficiency
Weight
Easily weldable
Easy machinable
Ductile

Price

Very high structural efficiency
Weight

Price
Not easy machinable
Fragile
Very rigid
Sensible to fatigue
Not easy repairable

Fiber carbon

(Table 5.1.) Comparaison between different posible frame materials.
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5.2. Materials used in Master Thesis frames
As it was described before (Pag.17, 1st paragraph), the first frame (tubular) is made
of steel and the second one (beam) is made of aluminium. Apart from the main metal,
they are composed by different elements too that give specific features to final alloy.
Also each element could be added in different proportion depending on what is needed,
so which steel or which aluminium alloy should we choose?
Here each solution for each frame:

5.2.1. Tubular frame made of steel
Steel is basically made of iron but is mixed with carbon until 2,11% in weight (more
than this, it is called foundation). Also are added much more elements to take exactly
the correct combination.
Steel chosen is St520 (table 5.1.) or S-355J2G3 (DIN 2391 - 1.0580) that is very
useful for welded constructions that suffer important efforts. Good resistance is an
important point too.
It is a kind of steel called microalloyed of fine grain with a low content of carbon
with many additions to get structural hardening and sharpen grain. This type of steel has
a good weldability as a result of equivalent carbon. It has low percentage of sulphur,
high internal pureness and fine grain structure so this mix has a final result on a material
with good ductility, high tenacity and better fatigue resistance.
Here its composition:
%
Min

C
0,17

Si
0,35

Mn
1,3

P
0

S
0

Cu
0,25

Cr
0

Mo
0

Ni
0

Al
0

Max

0,22

0,55

1,6

0,035

0,04

0,3

0,3

0,25

0,3

0,02

Fe
Rest
Rest

(Table 5.2.) Composition Steel St520 [http://www.kalpanaintervest.com/cert.php].

Next page is explained which mechanical properties add each element to final alloy.
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5.2.2. Beam frame made of aluminium
Pure aluminium is a soft material and it has a low resistance on traction so it must be
mixed with other metals. The aluminium used to built the frame is 5052 (table 5.2.).
It’s a type of aluminium used in applications where is needed a good resistance on
mechanical fatigue as motorbikes. Also it has a good resistance against corrosion.
Other features are as other aluminium alloys types.
This alloy has magnesium that hardens aluminium easier than manganese and more
quantity is allowed to be added. Al-Mg alloys are lighter than only aluminium ones,
they have a good weldability properties, easy to be conformed and good resistance
against humidity atmospheres so are according to requirements needed.
Here the composition of this aluminium type:
%
Min

Si
0

Fe
0

Cu
0

Mn
0

Mg
2,2

Cr
0,15

Zn
0

Other
0

Al
rest

Max

0,25

0,4

0,1

0,1

2,8

0,35

0,1

0,15

rest

(Table 5.3.) Composition Aluminium 5052 [http://www.delmetal.com.ar/productos/aluminio/5052.pdf].

5.2.A. Which material properties add each element?
Copper: moderately hard, extremely tough and wear resistant.
Chrome: hardness, tensile and ductile.
Magnesium: promotes organic reactions of condensation, reduction, addition and
dehalogenation
Manganese: improve mechanical properties of the alloy because reacts with phosphorus
and carbon producing a stronger alloy.
Molybdenum: ductile, tenacious and medium-hard.
Nickel: resists alkaline corrosion.
Phosphorus: deoxidizing for a better welding process.
Silica: increase hardenability. It is used as antioxidant element.
Zinc: high resistance to plastic deformation.
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6. Dynamical characteristics of both frames
Each frame that can be found in market has its own features like weight, gravity
center point, main inertial axles and inertial tensor. This entire database determinates the
final bike’s dynamic behaviour.
At this Master Thesis, rear part is almost the same for both frames but made of
different material. The main differences are at the front of the frames. Each one has its
own profile and this could changes motorcycle’s behaviour and features.
To have an idea about masses distribution on any system that has rotating particles,
there is the inertia tensor formed by a set of inertia moments (they only depends on
body geometry and the position of axis rotation (principal axes of inertia)). The tensor
description is necessary for complex systems so that they can be understood in a better
way.
Inertia tensor is defined as a symmetric matrix of second order by:

Where:

And the general equation is:

Where i, j ϵ 1,2,3 and (x1,x2,x3) = (x,y,z)
Now, it is shown the data for each frame.
(Equations 6.1. to 6.7.) Inertial moments [Wkipedia]
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6.1. Master Thesis frames
6.1.1. Tubular frame made of steel
Physical properties
Coordinate system (Base1): The origin is on swing arm axle with vertical axle (Y)
parallel to steering axle and (Z) out from the paper, so horizontal axle (X) is defined
(orthogonal base).
Frame’s mass = 21850,07 gr = 21,85 kg (everything made of steel)
Center of mass [mm]: (x,y,z) = (-215,78; 96,8; -0,25)

(Base1)

Note: Z axle is not z = 0 because engine attachment points are not
symmetric.
Main inertia axles where structure revolves around them (relative origin: center of
(0,24; 0,97; 0,00)
gravity with orthonormal base):
Y2’
Y2

X2

Ix = (0,97; -0,24; 0,00)
Z2

Iy

Base2’

Iy = (0,24; 0,97; 0,00)

Base2

Y
COG(0;0;0)w

Iz = (0,00; 0,00; 1,00)

Z

The inertial tensor of tubular frame is:

Z2’
Base2’

Base1

X
Iz
Ix

(0,97; -0,24; 0,00)

(From center of gravity and aligned with the resultant coordinate)

Base2

Units: [gr·mm2]

Base2’

Y2 Y2’

Z22’
COG

X2
X2’

(Figure 6.1.) Tubular frame with its center of gravity
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6.1.2. Beam frame made of aluminium
Physical properties
Coordinate system: The origin is on swing arm axle with vertical axle (Y) parallel to
steering axle and (Z) out from the paper, so horizontal axle (X) is defined (orthogonal
base).
Frame’s mass = 10658,26 gr = 10,66 kg (everything made of aluminium).
Center of mass [mm]: (x,y,z) = (-266,20; 89,65; -0,18)
Note: Z axle is not z = 0 because engine attachment points are not
symmetric.
Main inertia axles where structure revolves around them (relative origin: center of
masses with orthonormal base):
Ix = (0,98; -0,18; 0,00)
Base2’

Iy = (0,18; 0,98; 0,00)
Iz = (0,00; 0,00; 1,00)

The inertial tensor of beam’s frame is:
(From center of mass and aligned with the resultant coordinate)

Units: [gr·mm2]

Base2

Base2’

Y2 Y2’

X2

Z22’
X2’

(Figure 6.2.) Beam frame with its center of gravity
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6.1.3. Transversal profiles and rear support
Both next pages are showed transversal profiles and rear support designs,
respectively.
They are almost the same for both frame, there is only a little difference with the rear
support. It is that the union zone between this part and the profile changes according to
the profile used.

(Figure 6.3.) Section for both frames with special attention on both transversal profiles and rear supports.
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As it can be seen, in the tubular frame center of gravity is further back than the beam
frame. That’s because the first one the front part is lighter so center of gravity is
displaced against rear zone of the bike. As a final result, it tends to lose more contact at
front wheel during acceleration, although in braking probably has a better well balanced
behaviour than the other frame.
Inertias are much higher with tubular frame than beam frame. That is normal
because of the first one is made of steel (much heavier) and the second one with a
lighter material (aluminium). This allows a better stability but also is more difficult to
move the motorbike so in case that is needed a quick reaction is possible that the beam
one be better.
Anyway, both frames are thought and designed for hosting the engine in minimum
space possible (maintaining wheelbase as a normal motorcycle with similar features) so
the motorcycle’s behaviour could be as agiler as be possible. Also, the idea is a center of
gravity as low as allowed so that it should be turned in short time, although is required a
higher effort.
About rear support is designed with a general curvature for a better transition efforts
and deformations. In some parts it’s empty to save weight so it is gotten a lighter frame.
Both rear support profiles are designed with specific shape. The upper one has a
curvature to inland to avoid rear suspension while the other one, it has this shape to
adapt the transition between the lowest part of the frame with the main curvature.
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6.2. Frame’s structural stiffness
At this chapter are examined the different stiffness own of each frame,
-

The torsion stiffness of the frame is generally measured with the engine fitted (in
this case is not considered the engine). It is calculated about an axis at a right
angle to the steering head and passing through the swinging arm pivot axis and
applying a couple (torque) around this axis.

-

The lateral stiffness can also be represented by the radio between the force
applied along the swinging arm pivot axis and the lateral deformation measured
in that direction. The force can be applied with an offset in order to avoid torsion
deformation. It varies depending on the type of frame and on the method of
engine attachment.

-

The longitudinal stiffness is calculated applying force in the perpendicular
direction of steering axis with swinging arm fixed.

Values of modern motorcycle vary in range:
-

Lateral frame stiffness: Kf = 1-3 kN/mm.

-

Torsional frame stiffness: Ktf = 3-7 kNm/º

-

Longitudinal stiffness: Kef = 5-10 kN/mm

(Data 6.1.) Structural stiffness of the
frame (values of modern motorcycle
sport 1000 cc.) [COSSALTER, Vittore.
Motorcycle dynamics. 2n edition.
2006. Pag.333].

Here some schemas about the
different stiffness (figure 6.4.):
As stiffness depends only of
intrinsic properties, they are obtained
through a random value. To make it
easy, on forces this number is 1000 N
and about moments is 1000Nm.
From next pages are looked for all
of them.

(Figure 6.4.) Loading conditions for evaluating
torsional, lateral and longitudinal stiffness on the
frame
[COSSALTER,
Vittore.
Motorcycle
dynamics. 2n edition. 2006. Pag.334].
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6.2.1. Lateral frame stiffness
It’s applied a lateral force F to the center of steering axle transversely and then is
calculated the rigidity through the deformation produced.
Recommended: Lateral frame stiffness: Kf = 1-3 kN/mm. [COSSALTER, Vittore.
Motorcycle dynamics. 2n edition. 2006. Pag.334].

6.2.1.1. Tubular frame

Rigidity: 2,3 kN/mm
(Table 6.1.) Lateral stiffness analysis at tubular frame

The results for tubular frame are the next ones:
Frame:
TUBULAR
Rigidity:
LATERAL
Applied force [kN] Deformation [mm] Lateral rigidity [kN/mm]
1
0,44
2,3
1,5
0,65
2,3
2
0,87
2,3
2,5
1,09
2,3
3
1,31
2,3
(Table 6.2.) Results for lateral stiffness analysis at tubular frame

And finally, the rigidity represented by next graphic:

(Graphic 6.1.) Representation to calculate lateral rigidity for tubular frame.
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6.2.1.2. Beam frame

Rigidity: 3,12 kN/mm
(Table 6.3.) Lateral stiffness analysis at beam frame

The results for bea frame are the next ones:
Frame:
Rigidity:
Applied force [kN]
1
1,5
2
2,5
3

BEAM
LATERAL
Deformation [mm]
0,32
0,48
0,64
0,8
0,96

Lateral rigidity [kN/mm]
3,12
3,12
3,12
3,12
3,12

(Table 6.4.) Results for lateral stiffness analysis at tubular frame

And finally, the rigidity represented by next graphic:

(Graphic 6.2.) Representation to calculate lateral rigidity for beam frame.

As it can be observed, since the material is considered lineal, it’s normal that
rigidity’s graphic be an exact straight through all points, so for next calculations of the
rigidities they are going to be taken out.
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6.2.2. Torsional frame stiffness
A moment of M Nm is applied at the center of steering axle and this moment is
changed 5 times to get as better as possible which is the torsional rigidity of the frame.
Recommended: Torsional frame stiffness: Kf = 3-7 kNm/º. [COSSALTER, Vittore.
Motorcycle dynamics. 2n edition. 2006. Pag.334].

6.2.2.1. Tubular profile

Rigidity: 4,57 kNm/ º
(Table 6.5.) Torsional stiffness analysis at beam frame

6.2.2.2. Beam profile

Rigidity: 6,87 kNm/º
(Table 6.6.) Results for torsional stiffness analysis at beam frame
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6.2.3. Longitudinal frame stiffness
It’s applied a longitudinal force at the middle of steering axle.
Recommended: Longitudinal frame stiffness: Kf = 5-10 kN/mm. [COSSALTER, Vittore.
Motorcycle dynamics. 2n edition. 2006. Pag.334].

6.2.3.1. Tubular frame

Rigidity: 5,17 kN/mm
(Table 6.7.) Longitudinal stiffness analysis at tubular frame

6.2.3.2. Beam frame

Rigidity: 5,59 kN/mm
(Table 6.8.) Longitudinal stiffness analysis at beam frame
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6.2.A. Frame’s structural stiffness (Resume)
Here a resume to shown all stiffness found at this part (6.1.3.) for both frames at
three different test:
Situation / Type of frame
Lateral frame stiffness [kN/mm]
Torsional frame stiffness [kNm/o]
Longitudinal stiffness [kN/mm]

Tubular Profile
2,3
4,57
5,17

Beam Profile
3,12
6,87
5,59

(Table 6.9.) Longitudinal stiffness analysis at tubular frame
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7. Caculation of forces on motorcycle
7.1. Hypothesis
A completely work on frames could take lot of time with lot of people working on it
because there are many and many different concepts to be studied like geometry,
materials, forces..., so to do this project it’s going to be simplified some points to make
it easy so that the objective of this work is taking an idea about the differences between
both frames. If the simplifications are the same in both frames, it’s probably that
parameters be modified in the same proportion so the conclusions aren’t going to
change relatives to them.
-

For these reasons, although motorcycles are composed of a great variety of
mechanical parts (it is going to be considered a rigid suspension and the
motorcycle is going to be defined as simply a spatial mechanism composed of
four rigid bodies:
o The rear assembly (frame, saddle, tank and motor-transmission drivetrain
group).
o The front assembly (the fork, the steering head and the handlebars).
o The front wheel.
o The rear wheel.

-

So all forces requested on the wheels will affect directly to the frame. It is true
that values will be much higher than normal because suspensions aren’t working
so security coefficient will be lower than normal but the frame will be checked
in higher conditions. For this reason, if it’s safe in these conditions, it is sure will
be safe in normal conditions.

-

In this case, it is considered all masses concentrated on motorcycle’s barycentre
point to make it easier (frame’s one). The barycentre of the motorbike is
considered the barycentre of the frame.

-

The forces from rear wheel acts directly to the frame. There isn’t connecting rod
between shock absorber, swing arm and frame.

-

There is an important thing that should take into account. It’s that gravity center
never is quite because the pilot moves during driving. When it is accelerating
goes to the rear part while when is braking goes front part, moreover during
curves is slided down. Also fuel level goes down so center of gravity too. For
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this project, will be used the same center of gravity (the frame one) because it’s
comparing frames but if better results would be concluded, all bike and all
changes should be taken in account.
-

Transfer load during acceleration and braking times are considered constant.

-

Security coefficient should be studied deeply but it depends on lots of factors
like stress, mechanical fatigue, vibrations and their modes, deformations
produced,... so should take into account on another work to do it exactly. At this
work, it’s possible to get an idea from the different results obtained at the
different chapters.

-

It’s considered the attachment points for an engine CBR600RR.

-

Engine has been substituted for a simple structure with the same attachment
points as the engine and it’s made of a stronger material than aluminium or steel
since it’s almost non deformable (with engine support case).

-

The other case (without engine support) it’s not considered the engine as a
frame’s structure so that it’s useless to know if it contributes at global dynamic
response or not, comparing with the other case (with engine support).

-

The wheelbase, offset and caster angle are considered as a motorcycle that is
ready to run in Moto2 Championship. The first one (wheelbase) is considered
1405 mm while the caster angle is considered 25º and offset of 28mm.

-

Rims are 17’’ and pneumatics the same size as Moto2 Championship.

-

The weight of motorcycle is 130kg (for tubular frame) and 140kg (for beam
frame) that is the normal weight for a motorcycle of Moto2 Championship
(including fuel, lubricants and cooling liquids. They are about 15kg.

-

The weight of the pilot is not considered at calculus because it varies too much
the dynamic points.

-

The floor is considered plane and in good conditions so extraforces produced by
irregularities on the road are not taken into account because they are very
irregular and each one has its own particular features.
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7.2. Introduction
At this chapter will be studied the forces that act on motorcycle’s structure when it
has maximum efforts in different conditions. It is really important this section because it
is essential to set up really well the forces by then input them to computer program of
finite elements correctly, getting the results as accurate as could be possible. Here, one
draw for each frame (figure 7.1. and figure 7.2.) that will be useful for calculating
forces.

Engine with its structure of substitution

(Figure 7.1.) Tubular frame with engine, swingarm, front suspension and wheels

Engine with its structure of substitution

(Figure 7.2.) Beam frame with engine, swingarm, front suspensión and wheels.
Note: to work more clear the engines are taken out and considered at the frame’s center of mass.
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To be able on optimum designing on a competition motorcycle must be carried out
some studies about different solutions than can be produced and their effects on it. Also
must be check if bike’s structure will be enough during a long life with these conditions.
This is called mechanical fatigue (chapter 10).
For this study about bike behaviours has been done some calculus about efforts,
forces implicated and where are they applied.
Situations studied:
-

Maximum acceleration.

-

Maximum braking to the front axle

-

Maximum braking to the rear axle

-

When the bike is inside the curve with adherence limit of pneumatics.

At first, these four situations are the most demanding with frames so they have to be
analyzed.
Here a general view on motorcycles parameters (figure 7.3.):

Cog

Symbol Parameter
p
wheelbase
b
cog to front
p-b
cog to rear
Rf
radius front
Rr
radius rear
h
cog height
c
caster angle
o
offset
T
trail
f
load transfer angle
Cog
center of gravidity

(Figure 7.3.) General schema with the different geometric parameters.
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The distribution of the load on the two wheels under static conditions is generally
greater on the front wheel for racing motorcycles (50-57% front, 43-50% rear) as in this
Master Thesis. When the center of gravity is more forward (front load >50%), wheeling
the motorcycle becomes more difficult because there is an easier transfer of the power
to the ground. This is one reason racing motorcycles are more heavily loaded in front.
On the other way, when the position of the center of gravity is more towards the front of
the motorcycle, braking capacity is decreased augmenting the danger of a forward flip
over during a sudden stop with the front brake.
Here the center of gravity for both frames (table 7.1.):

Wheelbase (p)
Center gravity to front (b)
% weight front axle
% weight rear axle

Tubular frame
1405 mm
615,92 mm
(1405-615,92)/1405 = 56,21%
(100%-56,21%) = 43,79%

Beam frame
1405 mm
667,53 mm
(1405-667,53)/1405 = 52,49%
(100% - 52,49%) = 47,51%

(Table 7.1.) Weight distribution in both frames

As a conclusion, both types of motorcycles are inside the range from 50% to 57% of
weight towards front axle as normal on racing motorcycles.
Here the different ways:

7.3. Calculation of external forces with:
7.3.1. Maximum acceleration
Some particular hypothesis will be considered to introduce this part:
-

The rolling resistance force is zero

-

The aerodynamic lift force is also considered zero.

-

Road surface is flat. (It’s the option that will be studied because it’s in project’s
interest).

During a maximum acceleration the only condition is just in time the rear wheel
loses to be in touch with floor (figure 7.4. and 7.5.).. Since this moment two ways could
be:
-

Motorcycle turn around rear contact point if this limit is not overcome.
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The instant just before when the rear wheel starts to slide (

. It is

the moment which front wheel loses the contact with the floor.
The following forces act on a motorcycle (see next page figure 7.4. and 7.5.):
-

The weight mg acts at its center of gravity.

-

The driving force T, which the ground applies to the motorcycle at the contact
point of the rear wheel.

-

The vertical reaction forces Nf and Nr exchanged between the tires and the road
plane. They are:

Dynamic load on the front wheel:

[Eq.7.1.]

Dynamic load on the rear wheel:

[Eq.7.2.]

These reaction forces are composed of two elements:
-

The first term (static load on the wheel), depends on the distribution of the
weight force:
[Eq.7.3.]

[Eq.7.4.]

-

The second term (load transfer), is directly proportional to the driving force T
and the height h of the center of gravity, and inversely proportional to the
motorcycle’s wheelbase p.
[Eq.7.5.]

Normal ratio h/p with motorcycle is from 0,3 to 0,45, at this case is 0,42 so inside
normal range.
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Now these forces are going to be represented at next draws

mg

Ttf (Figure 7.4.) External forces
Nr

Nf

mg

at tubular frame during
maximum acceleration.

'

(Figure 7.5.) External forces
beam frame during
maximum acceleration.

Tbf at
Nf

Nr

As was said before, a maximum acceleration condition is just when front wheel
loses the contact. Since this moment any increase of acceleration only will allow that
bike turn around rear wheel contact point with the floor so it stands up more from the
floor.
So the condition is:
[Eq.7.6.]
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Then:
[Eq.7.7.]

Where the term b/h is the load transfer.
[Eq.7.8.]
[Eq.7.9.]

So:
Tubular frame:

[Eq.7.10.]

Beam frame:

[Eq.7.11.]

Here can be sawn that, although tubular frame is heavier, the forces are higher at
aluminium one because the change of center of mass.

7.3.2. Maximum braking to the front axle
It is similar as maximum acceleration case. Maximum braking is when rear wheel
starts to be lifted from the floor (figure 7.6. and 7.7.). Even though the rider brakes
more, the motorcycle will turn around an imaginary axle perpendicular to this paper
passing through contact point between front wheel and floor. This situation will be so
instable. For example, in sudden deceleration a dangerous condition could arise
especially when the load on the rear wheel diminishes zero due to load transfer.
So the condition will be:
[Eq.7.12.]

So:
[Eq.7.13.]
[Eq.7.14.]

Tubular frame:

[Eq.7.15.]

Beam frame:

[Eq.7.16.]
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As can be observed, acceleration values are higher than braking values, that’s due to
position of center of mass so that it is closer of the front axle than rear axle so braking
will be more critical because less force will be allowed to spend on it.

Now these forces are going to be represented at next draws

mg

(Figure 7.6.) External
forces at tubular frame
during maximum braking
at front axle.

Ftb
Nf

Nr

mg
(Figure 7.7.) External
forces at beam frame
during maximum braking
at front axle.

Fbf
Nr
Nf
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7.3.3. Maximum braking to the rear axle
In order to evaluate the role of the rear brake during braking event at the limit of
slippage, it is needed to bring up some points regarding the forces acting on a
motorcycle (figure 7.8. and 7.9.).
During deceleration produced by rear wheel, the load on the front wheel increases
about 20% while on the rear wheel decreases. Always both wheels are in contact with
the floor. Only changes load transfer. At last moments, there is a slippage when braking
force is upper than dynamic friction force between wheel and floor. In this case, it is
supposed a coefficient about µ=0,9 between wheel and floor.
Many motorcycle riders tend to forget the rear brake, which in certain
circumstances provides a useful contribution. Its correct use is important when entering
a curve and during rectilinear motion when a sudden obstacle appears in front of the
motorcycle and the path is not in good conditions (there isn’t good adherence). The
presence of a rear braking force generates a torque which tends to align and stabilize the
vehicle.
To find F values, first knowing Nr and after, calculating F.
g*[(100-a)/100]*[(tlsp/100)]
Where:

[Eq.7.17.]

mg is the weight.
a is % transfer load from rear to front wheel. (a = 20%)
tlsp is transfer load at static position (rear wheel):
o Tubular frame: 43,79%
o Beam frame: 47,51%

So results are:
g*[(100-a)/100]*[(tlsp/100)]= 140*9,81*0,8*0,4379 = 481,13 N

[Eq.7.18.]

g*[(100-a)/100]*[(tlsp/100)]=130*9,81*0,8*0,4751 = 484,72 N

[Eq.7.19.]
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Then:
[Eq.7.20.]

Final results are:
[Eq.7.21.]
.7.22.]

[Eq.7.22.]

mg
Ftf

Ttf

Ftf

Nf

Nr

(Figure 7.8.) External forces at tubular frame during maximum braking at rear axle.

mg

Ttf
Nf

Fbf
Nr

(Figure 7.9.) External forces at beam frame during maximum braking at rear axle.
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7.3.4. When the bike is inside the curve with pneumatics’ adherence
to the limit
Consider a motorcycle in a curve in steady state. The equilibrium of the moments of
the forces acting on the center of mass shows that the normalized lateral force necessary
to assure the motorcycle’s equilibrium is equal to the tangent of the roll angle, as
represented next figure (figure 7.10. and 7.11.).
Depending on type of tire used there is a range from 0º to Xº which the lateral force
needed for equilibrium is less than the thrust force generated by camber alone. Since the
lateral force generate must be exactly equal to that needed for equilibrium, the
diminution of the lateral forces is obtained through a negative sideslip angle. That is, the
wheel presents a lateral velocity component towards the interior of the curve.
For values of the camber angle greater than Xº, the lateral force produced by camber
alone is not sufficient for the equilibrium of the motorcycle and therefore, the increase
in the lateral force is obtained with the lateral slip of the tire (positive slip).
This behaviour is a characteristic of motorcycle tires in which the lateral force
generated is almost entirely due to the camber component. It plays fundamental role in
safety.
Roll angle (ϕ)

Roll angle (ϕ)

Fc

Fc

mg

Ftf

mg

(Figure 7.10.) External
forces at tubular frame
turning.

(Figure 7.11.) External
forces at beam frame
during turning.

Fbf

To calculate the

Nmin

Nmin
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forces on frames first, it has to be considered which is the most critical situation because
after it motorbike fells off. In both motorcycles, the center of mass is not in the center
(on x axle) so the lowest normal force has the lowest friction force so, if centrifugal
force is higher than it, motorcycle will lose adherence.
First, must be verified which is the wheel with less normal force at each frame. In
both situations is rear wheel (table 7.1 (page 50)) so the values from normal forces of
these wheels are used at next step, so:
[Eq.7.23.]

Tubular frame:

0,4379 * 140*9.81 = 601,41 N

[Eq.7.24.]

Beam frame:

0,4751 * 130*9.81 = 605,9 N

[Eq.7.25.]

Then:
F= µ *

(with µ = 0,9)

Tubular frame: Ftubular frame = µ *
Beam frame: Fbeam frame = µ *

[Eq.7.26.]

0,9*601,41 = 541,27 N
0,9*605,9 = 545,31 N

[Eq.7.27.]
[Eq.7.28.]

On the other way, centrifugal forces could be calculated as:
[Eq.7.29.]

Where: m is motorcycle’s mass.
Rc = radius of curvature.
Ω = angular velocity

7.3.A. External forces (Resume)
Here a resume about the different external forces for each situation and each frame:

(Table 7.2.) External forces for each situation and each frame.
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8. Finites elements application
8.1. Introduction
Once external forces in different situations are obtained, now is the moment to apply
these forces with both frames and analyse the results with finites elements program.
Anyway, before introducing forces to it, it is needed a schema for each situation to
determinate the real force that acts on each frame (internal forces).
Engineering has as main targets: Getting the base that governs the behaviour of a
system and transforming it into a mathematical model composed by equations that
could be solved. Then, it can be gotten some results as a prediction of qualitative and
quantitative performance, always looking for the best prediction, as here by Ansys.
If the system was easy, finite elements wouldn’t be needed but in this case there are
many degrees of freedom so they have to be solved by a central processing unit (CPU).
It’s important to consider that final results gotten through finites elements are not as
real situation (they are quite similar) so that only is an approximation depending on
designer’s decisions. Owing to computer capacity, the final results can be more accurate
or obtained more quickly so that each one has its process capacity to do the operations.
Finites elements programs have different steps as a process to obtain final result:
-

First it is needed the geometry that will be analysed (here done by SolidWorks).

-

Then it is necessary to mesh it but here must be needed two substeps. The first
one, making a general mesh and after getting the first results (parts that are more
important to be studied need a special mesh because then results are safer), so
the second step is meshing another time but only at some special places.

-

After meshing, it has to be described which are the local conditions (which are
the places where doesn’t exist displacement or other conditions (constraints) and
which are the external condition as forces or moments).

-

Finally, the system must be solved and then an analysis about each result
obtained is done. At this Master Thesis, the analysis is composed by security
factor, equivalent stress (Von Misses) and total deformation.

After having the solution, some conclusions should be taken and then could be done
some optimization processes about each frame where they can be improved.
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8.2. Analysis
Now, it must be selected which are the forces to apply at finites elements analysis
considering which of them are the most important (more representative) to do it.
Normally, the forces used are the highest ones because it is when the frame is
requested with maximum efforts so Maximum braking to the rear axle is not considered
here because Maximum acceleration has a worse situation at same places (although
forces are opposite). These forces analyzed are produced in the most dangerous
situations for the motorists. (It is true that small forces could be important too, but at
this work they are only used to calculate fatigue cycles (chapter 10) so a simplification
is done).
At this point, are considered these situations for each frame:
-

Maximum acceleration (maximum effort with direction towards front axle)

-

Maximum braking to the front axle (maximum effort with direction towards rear
axle).

-

When the bike is inside the curve with adherence limit of pneumatics.

At each case is considered each frame with and without the engine structure. That’s
done to realize mechanical properties that engine adds at the global features itself.
From these results will be possible to introduce external conditions at ANSYS
program so to do finites elements analyses.
Are considered two types of analysis for each frame and situation:
-

Total Deformation: to see frame’s parts displacements (ΔL): F = k*·ΔL

It’s as a result of vector displacements towards each axle, so:
[Eq.8.1.]

-

Equivalent stress (Von Misses): to see frame’s parts tension ( ):

= E·Ɛ

It’s as a result of normal and tangent tensions of a differential portion.
[Eq.8.2.]
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Here different situations explained:

8.2.1. Maximum acceleration
This particular study about forces that act on the frame when there is maximum
acceleration period is interesting because there is an important solicitation created at the
axle, where frame (rear part) and swing arm are attached each other, so it is produced a
solicitation that must be considered.
Also is considered chain force so that during acceleration also transmits forces in
big proportion.
Contact forces from the floor against the rear tyre are
transmitted to the frame through wheel, swing arm and
bearings. The points of applications of these forces to the
frame are both steering bearings.
Steering axle is fixed and the forces go by swing arm
axle with the frame. Here a schema (figure 8.1.).

(Figure 8.1.) Graphic rear motorcycle part where
acceleration process works

8.2.1.1. Tubular frame

F2
F1

(Table 8.1.) Analysis features when the tubular frame (without and with engine support) is subjected at
maximum acceleration.
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Here the schema to get the forces that act on swing arm axle from contact rear wheelfloor during this situation (figure 8.2.):
Y+
X+
A
F1

Fchain lb
115

F2

B

115

Fchain ub
(Figure 8.2.) Schema rear motorcycle part
where acceleration process works with its
forces at tubular profile.

C

Degrees of freedom (DF) (Space 2D):

T = 1823,5 N

Nf = 1373,4 N

Total freedom degrees (# bar x 3 DF) = 2 x 3 = 6
nº inertial restrictions (restrictions for each connection x # joints) = 2 x 1= - 2
nº external restrictions (restrictions for each connection x # joints) = 2 x 2= - 4
= 0 (Isostatic)
The Equations are the next ones:
F chain = P/V

[Eq.8.3.]

P=engine power 103040 W (140 HP) at 13.800 RPM (max speed)
V=chain velocity (Velocity of center point of wheel: 270 km/h = 75 m/s (max
velocity for this motor)
Wwheel = V/R = 75/0,3 = 250 rad/s

[Eq.8.4.]

Vcrown = V chain = Wwheel*Rcrown = 250*0,115 = 28,75 m/s

[Eq.8.5.]

So:
Fchain loaded branch (lb) = 103040/28,75 = 3584 N
Fchain unloaded branch (ub) < Fchain loaded branch (lb) => Fchain ub = 2000 N (unloaded branch)
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This difference about chain tension is possible because chain’s length is upper
than the length needed between pinion- crown at certain distance each other.
So both forces applied at swing arm are:
[Eq.8.6.]

-1823,5+2000*cos(99,54-90)-3584*cos(99,54-90)+F1 = 0

[Eq.8.7.]
[Eq.8.8.]

1373,4+3584*sin(99,54-90)-F2-2000*sin(99,54-90) = 0
F1= 3385,59 N

[Eq.8.9.]

F2 = 1635,93 N
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8.2.1.2. Beam frame

(Table 8.2.) Analysis features when the beam frame (without and with engine support) is subjected at
maximum acceleration.

Here the schema to get the forces that act on swing arm axle from contact rear
wheel-floor during this situation (figure 8.3.):
Y+

X+
A
F1

F2

Fchainlb
11
5

B
11
5

Fchain ub

C
T = 1609,4N
Nf = 1275,3 N

(Figure 8.3.) Schema rear motorcycle part where acceleration process works with its forces at beam profile
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Degrees of freedom (DF) (Space 2D):
Total freedom degrees (# bar x 3 DF) = 2 x 3 = 6
nº inertial restrictions (restrictions for each connection x # joints) = 2 x 1= - 2
nº external restrictions (restrictions for each connection x # joints) = 2 x 2= - 4
= 0 (Isostatic)
So both forces applied at swing arm are:
[Eq.8.10.]

-1609,4+2000*cos(99,54-90)-3584*cos(99,54-90)+F1 = 0

[Eq.8.11.]
[Eq.8.12.]

1275,3+3584*sin(99,54-90)-F2-2000*sin(99,54-90) = 0
F1= 3171,49 N

[Eq.8.13.]

F2 = 1537,83 N

At next page are showed the different results from this part.
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8.2.1. A. Results
Tubular frame
Total deformation [mm]

Without
engine
support

Equivalent Stress (Von Misses) [Mpa]

Total deformation [mm]

Equivalent Stress (Von Misses) [Mpa]

Draw

Result

With
Engine
support

Beam frame

ΔLmax = 0,27 mm (Y)

max eq =

61,91 MPa

ΔLmax = 0,22 mm (Y)

max eq =

56,36 MPa

ΔLmax = 0,35 mm (Y)

max eq =

49,66 MPa

ΔLmax = 0,27 mm (Y)

max eq =

46,37 MPa

Draw

Result

(Table 8.3.) Results of deformations and equivalent stress with and without support engine for each frame during maximum acceleration.
Note: each deformation has an assigned letter. It means the main direction of deformation.
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8.2.2. Maximum braking to the front axle
Contact forces from the floor against the tyre are transmitted to the frame through
wheel, brake, front suspension, shank and steering. The points of applications of these
forces to the frame are both steering bearings where axle direction is installed. Here a
schema:

(Figure 8.4.) Schema of the
front motorcycle part where
front brake works

Parameter

Value [mm]

d1

727,48

d2

288,07

d3

577,48

d4

150

..
(Table 8.4.) Parametric data for front part

(Note: are considered bearing contact point to
calculate the forces at steering (d)).
8.2.2.1. Tubular frame

)

(Table 8.5.) Analysis features when the tubular frame (without and with engine support) is subjected at
maximum braking to the front axle.
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Here the schema to get the forces that act on swing arm axle from contact front
wheel- floor during this situation (figure 8.5.):

C

F1

Y+
X+

F2

B

A

Ft = 1419,56 N

(Figure 8.5.) Schema front motorcycle part
where front brake works at tubular frame.

Nf = 1373,4 N

Degrees of freedom (DF) (Space 2D):
Total freedom degrees (# bar x 2 DF) = 3 x 2 = 6
nº inertial restrictions (restrictions for each connection x (# joints + # slide)) = 2 x 1 + 2 x 1 = - 4
nº external restrictions (restrictions for each connection x # joints) = 2 x1 = - 2
= 0 (Isostatic)
So both forces applied at steering bearings are:
[Eq.8.14.]

1419,56·0,29+ F2·(0,73-0,15) = F1·(0,73)

[Eq.8.15.]
[Eq.8.16.]

F2·0,15 + 1373,4·0,73·sin(25) = 1419,56·(0,29+0,73·cos(25))
F1 = 5446,2 N

[Eq.8.17.]

F2= 6152,67 N
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8.2.2.2. Beam frame

(Table 8.6.) Analysis features when the beam frame (without and with engine support) is subjected at
maximum braking to the front axle.

Here the schema to get the forces that act on swing arm axle from contact front
wheel- floor during this situation (figure 8.6.):
C

F1
Y+
X+

F2

B

A

Nf = 1373,4 N

Ft = 1419,56 N
(Figure 8.6.) Schema front motorcycle part where
front brake works at beam frame.
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Degrees of freedom (DF) (Space 2D):
Total freedom degrees (# bar x 2 DF) = 3 x 2 = 6
nº inertial restrictions (restrictions for each connection x (# joints + # slide)) = 2 x 1 + 2 x 1 = - 4
nº external restrictions (restrictions for each connection x # joints) = 2 x1 = - 2
= 0 (Isostatic)
So both forces applied at steering bearings are:
[Eq.8.18.]

1458,73·0,28807+ F2·(0,7275-0,15) = F1·(0,7275)

[Eq.8.19.]
[Eq.8.20.]

F2·0,15 + 1275,3·0,72748·sin(25) = 1458,73·(0,28807+0,7275·cos(25))
F1 = 5816,41 N

[Eq.8.21.]

F2= 6599,52 N

At next page are showed the different results from this part.
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8.2.2.A. Results
Tubular frame
Total deformation [mm]

Without
engine
support

Equivalent Stress (Von Misses) [Mpa]

Total deformation [mm]

Equivalent Stress (Von Misses) [Mpa]

Draw

Result

With
Engine
support

Beam frame

ΔLmax = 0,07 mm (Y)

max eq =

9,16 MPa

ΔLmax = 0,08 mm (Y)

ΔLmax = 0,06 mm (Y)

max eq =

8,46 MPa

ΔLmax = 0,06 mm (Y)

max eq =

11,25 MPa

Draw

Result

(Table 8.7.) Results of deformations and equivalent stress with and without support engine for each frame during maximum braking to the front axle.
Note: each deformation has an assigned letter. It means the main direction of deformation.

max eq =

9,66 MPa
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8.2.3. When the bike is inside the curve with the pneumatics’
adherence to the limit
The worst situation is when rear part is fixed (swing arm axle) and all forces are
applied front part (steering axle) (figure 8.7.).
i distance from steering axle to COG
j

i

j distance from COG to swing arm axle
COG = center of gravity

COG

(Figure 8.7.) Motorcycle’s schema during a curve.
The image is projected to get the real distances.

8.2.3.1. Tubular frame.

(Table 8.8.) Analysis features when the tubular frame (without and with engine support) is inside the curve
with the pneumatics’ adherence to the limit.
.
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Note: As a consequence of the COG position, are induced two moments (Yaw and Roll). It’s only
considered the Yaw moment so that Roll one is really small because the COF is really closed to the
imaginary union between steering axle and swing arm axle, so it’s really insignificant.
Note2: COG is an imaginary point but useful for this case.

Here the schema to get the forces that act on swing arm axle from contact front
wheel- floor during this situation (figure 8.8.):
Y+
Fsteering axle (Fsa)
i = 0,462

j = 0,235

A

B

COG

X+
C

Fcentrifugal

(Figure 8.8.) Schema front motorcycle part where front brake works at beam frame.

Degrees of fredoom (DF) (Space 2D):
Total freedom degrees (# bar x 3 DF) = 2 x 3 = 6
nº intertal restrictions (restrictions for each connection x ( # rigid knot ) = 3 x 1= - 3
nº external restrictions (restrictions for each connection x # joints) = 2 x 1 + 1x1= - 3
= 0 (Isostatic)
So both forces applied at steering bearings are:
[Eq.8.22.]

Fcentrifugal·j – Fsteering axle·(i+j) = 0

[Eq.8.23.]

541,27 · 0,235 - Fsteering axle · (0,462 + 0,235) = 0

[Eq.8.24.]

Fsteering axle = Ff tubular frame =182,315 N
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8.2.3.2. Beam frame

(Table 8.9.) Analysis features when the beam frame is inside the curve with the pneumatics’ adherence to the
limit.
.

Note: As a consequence of the COG position, are induced two moments (Yaw and Roll). It’s only
considered the Yaw moment so that Roll one is really small because the COF is really closed to the
imaginary union between steering axle and swing arm axle, so it’s really insignificant.
Note2: COG is an imaginary point but useful for this case.

Here the schema to get the forces that act on swing arm axle from contact front
wheel- floor during this situation (figure 8.9.):

Y+
Fsteering axle (Fsa)

COG

i = 0,467
A

B

j = 0,233
C

X+

Fcentrifugal

(Figure 8.9.) Schema front motorcycle part where front brake works at beam frame.

Note: Although COG is not a real point here it’s considered to take the other force.
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Degrees of freedom (DF) (Space 2D):
Total freedom degrees (# bar x 3 DF) = 2 x 3 = 6
nº inertial restrictions (restrictions for each connection x ( # rigid knot ) = 3 x 1= - 3
nº external restrictions (restrictions for each connection x # joints) = 2 x 1 + 1x1= - 3
= 0 (Isostatic)
So both forces applied at steering bearings are:
[Eq.8.25.]

Fcentrifugal·j – Fsteering axle·(i+j) = 0

[Eq.8.26.]

545,31 · 0,233 - Fsteering axle · (0,467 + 0,233) = 0

[Eq.8.27.]

Fsteering axle = Ff beam frame = 181,8 N

At next page are showed the different results from this part.
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8.2.3.A. Results

Tubular frame
Total deformation [mm]

Without
engine
support

Equivalent Stress (Von Misses) [Mpa]

Total deformation [mm]

Equivalent Stress (Von Misses) [Mpa]

Draw

Result

With
Engine
support

Beam frame

ΔLmax = 0,08 mm (Z)

max eq =

7,09 MPa

ΔLmax = 0,06 mm (Z)

max eq =

10,1 MPa

ΔLmax = 0,04 mm (Z)

max eq =

5,34 MPa

ΔLmax = 0,03 mm (Z)

max eq =

5,57 MPa

Draw

Result

(Table 8.10.) Results of deformations and equivalent stress with and without support engine for each frame when the bike is inside the curve with the pneumatics’ adherence to the limit.
Note: each deformation has an assigned letter. It means the main direction of deformation.
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8.3.A. Results from finites elements computation
Here, a summary table (table 8.11. and table 8.12.) for an easy comparison between
both frames (each one without and with engine support), analyzed at the three situations
for each one (acceleration, braking and curve) and finally, separated by equivalent stress
(Von Misses) [

maxeq(Pa)]

Acceleration
Tubular
frame

Brake front axle
Curve
Acceleration

Beam
frame

Brake front axle
Curve

and total deformation [ΔLmaxeq(m)].
Without support
engine

With support
engine

Deformation [mm]

0,27 (Y)

0,35 (Y)

Equivalent Stress [MPa]

61,91

49,66

Deformation [mm]

0,07 (Y)

0,06 (X)

Equivalent Stress [MPa]

9,16

8,46

Deformation [mm]

0,08 (Z)

0,04 (Z)

Equivalent Stress [MPa]

7,09

5,34

Deformation [mm]

0,22 (Y)

0,27 (Y)

Equivalent Stress [MPa]

56,36

46,37

Deformation [mm]

0,08 (Y)

0,06 (X)

Equivalent Stress [MPa]

11,25

9,66

Deformation [mm]

0,06 (Z)

0,03 (Z)

Equivalent Stress [MPa]
10,1
5,57
(Table 8.11.) Summary table about results gotten at chapter 8.2.
.
In blue: is the higher value comparing without and with engine support in same conditions.
Note: letter in brackets is the axle with main deformation.

Acceleration
Brake front axle
Curve
Acceleration
Brake front axle
Curve

Without support
engine

With support
engine

0,27 (Y)

0,35 (Y)

Deformation [mm]
Equivalent Stress [MPa]

61,91

49,66

Deformation [mm]

0,07 (Y)

0,04 (X)

Equivalent Stress [MPa]

9,16

8,46

Deformation [mm]

0,08 (Z)

0,04 (Z)

Equivalent Stress [MPa]

7,09

5,34

Deformation [mm]

0,22 (Y)

0,27 (Y)

Equivalent Stress [MPa]

56,36

46,37

Deformation [mm]

0,08 (Y)

0,06 (X)

Equivalent Stress [MPa]

11,25

9,66

Deformation [mm]

0,06 (Z)

0,03 (Z)

Equivalent Stress [MPa]
10,1
(Table 8.12.) Summary table about results gotten at chapter 8.2.

5,57

In red: is the highest value comparing tubular and beam frame in same conditions.
Note: letter in brackets is the axle with main deformation.
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Identification natural frequencies and vibration
modes
A dynamical analysis includes the study about performance of the system with an

external perturbation applied on it. Talking about it, natural
frequencies and vibration modes (sometimes they are all
included in same group called vibration modes) are really
important to be studied and to know them because then it can
be known when the system can vibrate so some dynamical
problems can be corrected or fixed during designing or
testing process modifying the original structure
like adding more mass, changing materials,

(Figure 9.1.) Different natual frequencyes models.

unions...
Vibration modes are frequencies induced when frames (formed by distort elements)
are oscillated, by external efforts, in different ways (if there is more than one) with
stationary waves. They depend exclusively of geometry, materials and system
configuration. For each frame (structure) exists only a group of frequencies that are only
for it.
The method to get results is through ANSYS but below it is analyzed which is the
process that this program uses to give natural frequencies and modes of vibration. To
calculate them, it is considered the system without absorption for external forces. The
system has been considered by “n” masses (one for each element frame) with their
freedom grades xi, so the general equation is:
[Eq.9.1.]

The reduced equation is (after simplifications):
[Eq.9.2.]

Where:

It is the vector of independent variable
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It is matrix of mass (each frame element has its own mass).

It is matrix of stiffness (own stiffness of element and the
interaction with other elements).

System solution is:
[Eq.9.3.]

That is substituted at equation (9.2) and becoming an algebraic homogenous lineal
system in

and parametric in w:
[Eq.9.4.]

Putting

provides:
[Eq.9.5.]

Where own values of

and its own vectors represent natural frequencies and

vibration modes, respectively. Associated at each own value, there is associated an own
vector.
General solution for free vibrations can be written as lineal combination from
vibrations’ solutions with the next equation:
[Eq.9.6.]

Where:
Βn are constants that can be gotten from initial conditions.

Note: Because of the normal situation for a frame is to be attached with the swing arm,
natural frequencies’ chapter is explained with this condition.
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Results are obtained through ANSYS program and they are shown here:

9.1. Natural frequencies
9.1.1. Tubular frame

(Table 9.1.) Natural frequencies for tubular frame.

(Graphic 9.1.) Natural frequencies for tubular frame

Tabular Data
Mode Frequency [Hz]
1
84,153
2
88,537
3
158,6
4
179,49
5
259,76
6
294,91
(Table 9.1.) Natural frequencies
for tubular frame

9.1.2. Beam frame
Tabular Data
Mode Frequency [Hz]
1
82,001
2
83,729
3
89,881
4
111,17
5
181,36
6
182,69
(Graphic 9.2.) Natural frequencies for beam frame.
(Table 9.2.) Natural frequencies
for beam frame.

Comparing both frames, it is clear that natural frequencies of tubular profile frame
are much higher than beam profile, although the first two frequencies are quite similar
but then there is a big increase of them.
As much high the natural frequencies are, more difficult is obtaining problems, for
example, by chattering with the motorbike because it is needed an upper external
disturbance (frequency) to get a vibration.
Normally a frame must have the first normal mode about 70 Hz to be sure that works
well and can have a long live. Anyway, there are some cases that are recommended
from 80 Hz.
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A problem to watch out for is with long tubes of small diameter is engine-excited
resonance – that is, severe vibration in the tubes caused by unbalanced engine inertia
forces at a critical frequency. The solution is raising the tube’s natural frequency, either
by shortening it or increasing its diameter. Anyway, engines installed at these frames
are CBR600RR that are four cylinders plus balanced engine inertia so vibrations are
reduced. Something could be installed between engine and frame like silent block too.
To sum up, theoretically these frames shouldn’t have problems on vibrations but in
reality it is sure that there are some different between real and theoretical model.

9.2. Vibration modes
To do this part by ANSYS program, it has been fixed, in both frames, the swing arm
axle so that is the axle which links both most important structural parts on a motorcycle
(frame and swing arm), therefore, it is a good reference to take. Here both geometries
with their constraints (there aren’t displacements on x and y at swing arm axle).
(Figure
9.2.)
Both
frames with their applied
constraints.

Now, there are all conditions to be able for calculating vibration modes. They only
depend on intrinsic frame properties (geometry, material...) so it is not necessary to add
external forces to solve it.
Also, it takes really interest the study about vibrations modes when there isn’t any
attachment point at the structures so that they become free. With this process, then can
be studied the real intrinsic vibrations that each frame has but they only give a general
idea because always the frame is connected to something, so these vibration’s results are
hypothetic.
The engine support is not considered so that the interest is analysing vibration on
both frames in their own.
At next page are shown the different vibration modes (until the 6th) for each frame’s
type in both situations (free and attached).
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Tubular (attached)

6th mode

5th mode

4th mode

3rd mode

2nd mode

1st mode

Tubular (free)

(Table 9.3.) Different vibration modes (until the 6th) for each frame’s type in both situations (free and attached).

Beam (free)

Beam (attached)
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9.3. Vibration’s summary
Here a resume (table 9.7.) about each natural frequency stratified according to type
of frame, mode and condition.
Mode

Frame
Tubular

1st
Beam
Tubular
2nd
Beam
Tubular
3rd
Beam
Tubular
4th
Beam
Tubular
5th
Beam
Tubular
6th
Beam

Situation

Frequency [Hz]

Free
Attached
Free
Attached

18,23
84,13
11,47

Free
Attached
Free
Attached

23,84
94,44
11,99

Free
Attached
Free
Attached

38,9
159,01
24,27

Free
Attached
Free
Attached

171,26
184
198,75

Free
Attached
Free
Attached

183,42
260,05
204,21

Free
Attached
Free
Attached

234,34
301,03
304,03

Tubular (free)
Tubular (attached)

81,1
Beam (free)
Beam (attached)

92,56

173,23

204,73

288,51

325,41

(Table 9.4.) Vibration’s summary

As it can be observed, free states have a lower value of frequency than attachment
situation the first three modes. This is because they are the easiest vibrations around the
three main axles (yaw, pitch and roll) and after these ones, next vibrations are
combinations from them, for this reason, it increments quantitative the vibration’s
value. On the other hand, attached vibrations depend on situation which they are
analysed so that conditions change, so the values of vibration too.
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And now their graphic representation:
Natural frequency
stratified stratified
accordingaccording
to type ofto
frame,
mode
andmode
condition.
Natural frequency
type of
frame,
and
condition.
350

Frequency (Hz)

300
250
200

Tubular (attached)

150

Beam (attached)
Tubular (free)

100

Beam (free)

50
0
1

2

3
4
Mode of vibration

5

6

(Graphic 9.3.) Graphic about vibrations’ comparison between both frames and both conditions for each mode
of vibration.

As it was demonstrated before, it can be appreciated clearly as the first three
vibration modes for each frame are really low, but then with their combination, the final
number can increase so much, even be higher than attachment vibrations.
Analysing the case with attachment situation, that’s the most realistic extrapolated to
real life, in all situations tubular vibration value is higher than beam one for the same
mode so this indicates that it, at first view, it is more difficult a resonance period for
tubular than for beam frame and this could be interesting because a lower vibration of
resonance it means that vibrations can be more dangerous so cycle life be less.
As a conclusion, it’s important on designing process to consider, if it can be possible,
the natural frequencies as high as possible since it’s more difficult resonate, being the
final life of the frame longer.
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10. Mechanical fatigue
This is an important chapter so that motorbikes suffer different periods of forces and
these can modify motorcycle’s life. As it has been described before (chapter 7 and 8),
forces are completely different while the vehicle is braking, while is accelerating or
simply turning and they change from one situation to the other one in short time so
fatigue term should be studied.
The fatigue of materials is a phenomenon in which materials are broken by low,
dynamic and cyclic efforts that constantly are applied to the frame structure and they are
less important that any static force which could brake the material in a short time.
Mechanical solicitations can be represented as next graphic (graphic 10.1.):

(Graphic 10.1.) Fluctuant stress. [BIGORDÀ i PEIRÓ, Jacint; FENOLLOSA i CORAL. La fatiga dels
elements mechanics. Barcelona:UPC.1992.Pag 10].

Positives

stresses

are

considered

during

acceleration time and negative ones during braking
time. Lateral stresses are not considered by
rainflow* process (figure 10.1.). In these case are
going to be worked with data obtained at chapter 7
which are the worst situation can be found at each
modality.

(Figure 10.1.) Rainflow [MARTINEZ MIRALLES, Jordi. Fatiga
sota tensions d’amplitud variable comptatge de cicles. Barcelona:
UPC.2005. Chapter 4. Pag 6 (2.4)]

*Rainflow: it is a counting algorithm is used in the analysis of fatigue data in order to reduce a
spectrum of varying stress into a set of simple stress reversals.
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Which is the frequency of use for this type of operations?
Normal races there are about 22 laps and it has an average of 14 turns so there are 10
strong braking times and 10 at maximum acceleration (not all turns have maximum
braking and acceleration). As resume, there are 220 times with maximum braking and
220 with maxim acceleration during a race, so 220 of cycles per day. If one race was
done every day, 80.300 cycles per year (220*365).

Here is calculated mechanical fatigue in worth option with alternation between
maximum acceleration and maximum braking with front axle for both frames:

10.1. Tubular frame

(Graphic 10.2.) Life cycle depending on load applied at tubular frame.

At load calculated can resist about 8·105 cycles. If in one year approximately can be
done 8·104, it can resist about 10 years using it every day. If it’s loaded with 1,25
loaded calculated, the life is reduced about 8,5 years.
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10.2. Beam frame

(Graphic 10.3.) Life cycle depending on load applied at beam frame.

This frame seems to have a shorter live. At normal load can support about 1,5 years
using it every day, so life is 7 times shorter than the previous one. At 1,5 times normal
load, I can resist half a year so could be considered a short cycle life.
If results are analyzed, probably, the origins of these differences between both life
cycles are stress concentrations because of other features like loads and surface finish
are the same (approximately). Talking about stress concentrations, it is true that corners
or simply places where there are small surfaces like unions...,can be the cause of these
differences so that they are conflict points and beam’s frame has lot of them (the profile
is square and unions aren’t as continuous as tubular frame).
As a resume, tubular frame has a higher life cycle (maybe not in this proportion
because of this is a theoretical study analyzed by computer program) than the other one,
although this last one doesn’t have as higher strength and higher deformation (table
8.11./12. (page 77)) as tubular one but smaller requests affect more to the structure.
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11. Optimization
Science evolution has showed us that never stops. That’s because there are people
(engineers, physics,...)always investigating on new materials, new shapes, new things...
so always there are new things can be added to any project with more or less cost,
knowledge, technology...
At this section are analyzed the points on chapter 8 that are considered dangerous so
that the safety coefficient is too low, so some corrections must be done. Also are
analyzed the points where safety coefficient is too high and probably some material
could be taken out, reducing cost of material and weight.
Here some changes thought to improve dynamical results on both types of frame:

11.1. Tubular frame
a.1.) Where should be reinforced?

(Figure 11.1.) Places to be reinforced during optimization process at tubular frame.

a.2.) Where can be take out some material?

(Figure 11.2.) Places where can be taken out some material at tubular frame.
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b) After with changes applied:
(1)

(3)
(5)
(4)

(2)

(4)

(5)

(Figure 11.3.) Places with some modifications done.

(1) This junction suffers too much during torsion effort so it is reinforced with a
crossed crossbar to increase the difficulty to be crooked easily.

(2) This part is really delicate during braking time because inertia of engine (not
considered before) can be enough to bend in few days so this crossbar is
introduced increasing the resistance against this inertia. Another thing is that can
exist chattering with a bar that’s not very rigid so will be annoyed for the pilot.
By this way, it is reduced this effect.
(3) This part suffers lot of efforts because is the point where starts the frame’s curve
so two beams has been added. The first one goes upper crossbar while the
second one goes under.
(4) Is not one of most affected placed but this solution has been added to increase its
safety coefficient.
(5) Finally, these places had a security coefficient too much high so some material
could be taken out, reducing weigh. Efforts will be higher but still security
coefficient will be high.
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11.2. Beam frame
a) Where should be reinforced?

(Figure 11.4.) Place to be reinforced during optimization process at beam frame.

b) After with changes applied:
(2)
(1)

(3)

(3)

(Figure 11.5.) Place after optimization process.

(1) It is incremented the quantity of material to distribute better stress and tensions
through some more part of the structure, getting that pressures decrease.

(2) Steering axle is reinforced with two crossbars increasing its rigidity and
allowing some more efforts and a better security coefficient.

(3) Curve’s place that suffers during brake time is reinforced with another crossbar
increasing capacity of load allowed.
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12. Fabrication process
When something is designed, there are three big parts that are really important to be
in touch:
-

First one is that the piece has to be functional to do the function is wanted for.

-

Second one is the price. If the process is too expensive probably final price will
go up too much and won’t be feasible to sell it so always it should be looked for
the best option at the lowest price.

-

Finally, third one is that the piece has to be realizable. So it is very important
that when it is designed something to think in manufacturing process too.

At this chapter is going to be described which should be the way to get each frame.
For each one there are three main parts:
-

Extrusion of profiles.

-

Milling

-

Welding.

12.1. Manufacturing processers
12.1.1. Extrusion of profiles
Extrusion is a process that allows conforming metals and alloys. They are driven
through a mold by high pressures applied.
With this way, it’s possible to get a large variety of profiles that are impossible to be
manufactured by other ways.
The type of extrusion used is warm extrusion (figure 12.1.). It’s done with
hydraulics presses that can
give

high

efforts

and

cylindrical axle. It is horizontal
in most of times so that
doesn’t exist limitations on
length with piece extruded
(figure 12.2.).

(Figure 12.1.) Extrusion parts and its function process.
[Several. Tecnologias de Fabricación y Tecnologia de
Máquinas.
Teoría
y
Problemas.
Barcelona:
UPC.Pag:123].
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Materials that are good at this type of operation: Pb, Sn, Zn, Al and steels. So both
cases (aluminium and steel frame) can use extrusion process.
Temperatures of work are
between

recrystallization

and

fusion so that the material has to
keep its structure (lower than
fusion temperature) but on the
other hand must be flexible to
allow its movements.
Warm extrusion can be made:
-

Towards front:

(Figure 12.2.) Extrusion parts and its function process. [Several.
Tecnologias de Fabricación y Tecnologia de Máquinas. Teoría y
Problemas. Barcelona: UPC.Pag:124].

o With punch
o Without punch
-

Towards rear.

At both cases are needed towards front with punch because a hold it’s needed at the
profiles, so (figure 12.3.):

(Figure 12.3.) Extrusion process with perforator awl. [Several. Tecnologias de Fabricación y
Tecnologia de Máquinas. Teoría y Problemas. Barcelona: UPC.Pag:126, 127 and 128].
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Which is the effort needed to do these extrusions?
The effort needed to transform a cylindrical shape into another shape (figure 12.4.)
depends, apart from which part
of section must be became, and
also depends on which process is
used to do it. The

process

selected is direct extrusion, so at
the beginning the pressure must
be higher (maximum point of
pressure is when material starts
flowing through the matrix) than
after

when

the

material

is

flowing. Ultimately, as much piston

(Figure 12.4.) Forces needed during extrusión process according to
extrussion proces.. [Several. Tecnologias de Fabricación y Tecnologia
de Máquinas. Teoría y Problemas. Barcelona: UPC.Pag:134].

stroke is done, as less pressure is
needed.
Force required for warm extrusion towards front on empty pieces is:
[Eq.12.1.]

(Formula 12.1.) Force requerided for warm extrusion towards front
on empty pieces.

Where:

(Figure 12.5.) Force needed during extrusión process with awl. And
its formula. [Several. Tecnologias de Fabricación y Tecnologia de
Máquinas. Teoría y Problemas. Barcelona: UPC.Pag:133].

K is the coefficient that depends on length and section of initial slice and friction
between bar and container. (for these cases 0,5)
Sinitial: surface at the beginning of the bar.
Sfinal: surface of extruded piece.
: is traction resistance of the material.
µ: friction coefficient (normally 0,1).
l: length of material pending to be extruded.
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R0: radius of material pending to be extruded
r2: hold radius
Applied at this case, transitions (before-after) of the profiles are (figure 12.6.):

(Figure 12.6.) Both initial
profiles (red) with both final
profiles (black).

Here surface before and after extruding process.
[mm2]
Tubular profile
Beam profile

Initial surface
2025
5170,6

Final surface
333,8
967

Extrusion

(Table 12.1.) The surface before and after of the extrusion process for each profile.

Forces needed to be applied are:

[Eq.12.2.]

[Eq.12.3.]

Note: At these processes more than one step is needed to reduce forces required.
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12.1.2. Milling
Milling consists mainly on material cut that is mechanizated with a rotating tool
made of tooth or metal sheets that moves on a work table towards most of directions.
This process is applied at rear support of the frame because it has a complex shape
so the best way to get it, it is by milling tool that allows to transform a block of material
into the piece required. There are plenty of them but for this case it is enough a three
axles machine.
There are some conditions to be considered on cutting:
-

Cutting velocity (vc): relative velocity between cutting edge of the tool and
piece surface. For normal steel c00ut velocity is between 15 and 40 m/min and
for aluminiums between 30 and 90 m/min.
[Eq.12.4.]

(Formula 12.2.) Cutting velocity on milling [Several. Tecnologies de Fabricació II. Fabricación de piezas
por deformación plastic y por sinterizado. Barcelona: UPC.Pag.229]

-

Advance (a): variation of relative position between the piece and tool after one
lap (if rotation) or after one pass (if translation). Normally about 0,2 mm/lap.

-

Deep of the cutting (p): distance between the surface of the piece before the
operation of cut and the new one (after operation). Normally about 2 mm.

-

Revolutions per minute (n): number of laps that runs the tool around itself.
About 1000 rpm.

(Figure 12.7.) Different milling
parametres that must be considered
during the process.
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At this project, it’s needed a good quality of surface to save extra strain during
movements and to increase the life’s duration of it so it is better a small advance and
small deep of cutting, then increase final quality and it is less rough.
Cutting velocity is limited by heat transfer at the tool, power of the machine and
heating at the material of the piece.
Which is the power necessary for the operation?
Next formula gives this solution:
[Eq.12.5.]

(Formula 12.3.) Power of milling needed [Several. Tecnologies de Fabricació II. Fabricación de piezas
por deformación plastic y por sinterizado. Barcelona: UPC.Pag.234]

Where:
[Eq.12.6.]
[Eq.12.7.]

So power required by milling tool is:
[Eq.12.8.]

Applied at both cases:

[Eq.12.9.]

[Eq.12.10.]

[Eq.12.11.]

[Eq.12.12.]
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12.1.3. Welding
To joint all different parts, it’s needed to weld them to ensure a correct connection
between each one. This is a really difficult process because all temperatures must be
undercontrol to keep the same structures and distances all time. Also as much
homogenized is the weld cord as better is the final result so that all strength and
deformations are shared better (when there is a point with bad weld is easier to be
broken).
There are different ways of welding that could be done but mainly there are two:
-

MIG: it is allowed to weld a high number of iron alloys and other alloy types. Its
advantages are a very high productivity but in other way the weld quality is not
as good as TIG welding.

-

TIG: it is allowed to weld a high number of iron alloys and other alloy type too.
High quality unions but other side it needs a careful preparation, it’s more
expensive and it has a low performance (around 40%).

To weld the different frame elements is better the second option because they have
high requirements so quality must be good.
To do it, it’s induced an electric arc between the electrode and piece; while an inert
gas (argon) surrounding the electrode protects plating fusion against oxidation.
About the material added during the welding, there is not a specific choice. The
metals with high content of magnesium AlMg5 give better resistance. On the other hand,
AlSi5 is more resistant against cracking and gives fluidity to the metal during fusion
process with the other metals. If Cu is added then there is less corrosion and increases
the resistance but weldability decrease.
Definitely, the choice is AlSi5 for its features and needs on this type of construction.
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Different parts that must to be weld are:
12.1.3.1. Tubular frame made of steel

(Figure 12.8.) Welding points on tubular frame (view 1).

All tubes must be welded to join each other. The majority of them are circular so
there is more difficult to weld but in the other way steel is more weldable than
aluminium so this will help to do this process.

(Figure 12.9.) Welding points on tubular frame (view 2).
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12.1.3.2. Beam frame made of aluminium

(Figure 12.10.) Welding points on beam frame (view 1).

This type of frame has square section so welding process is easier because there are
planes but aluminium is more difficult to weld and it’s necessary leaving a hold because
it has to breath during this process.

(Figure 12.11.) Welding points on beam frame (view 2).
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12.2. Fabrication summary
All processers explained above with some other (to make it clearer) are shown at
next schemas:

12.2.1.

Tubular frame

From steel’s obtaining to tubular frame...

Extrusion, cutting and bent

(Schema 12.1.) Tubular steel frame manufacturing process.
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Beam frame

From aluminium’s obtaining to beam frame...

Extrusion, cutting and bent

(Schema 12.2.) Beam aluminum frame manufacturing process.
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13. Cost
The cost is one of most important parts on a project. Before, during and at the end of
the project, it must be ensure the fulfilment with the aspects that make up the economic
viability of a project.
But the objective of the competitiveness does not result only in money, although
mustn’t be forgotten its importance. Also, the objective of a business activity should be
to meet the real needs of customers and obtaining competitive advantages that allow
compete, difficult to be imitated or void by our competitors.
Anyway, at this point is going to be tried to calculate the approximate cost for each
frame (table 13.1. and table 13.2.). It could be a project very well done and very high
quality but if parameter cost/quality is too high, the product’s exit is not assured, so an
economical study can be useful to have a better view:

13.1. Tubular frame made of steel
Engineering (project):

150 hours/frame * 40€/hour = 6.000€/fame

Metal*:

21.850 kg/fame * 1€/kg = 21,850 €/frame

Manufacturing (milling machine, extrusion...):

300€

Welding:

25€/h of personal + installation = 200€

Transport:

40€

Stock:

1€/day * 30 days = 30 €

Personal (other):

100 €

Machines wasting:

50 €

Electricity:

15 kWh/frame * 01€/kW = 1.5 €/frame

Other (building, maintaining…):

200€

TOTAL

6950 aprox. /tubular frame**

(Table 13.1.) Cost of tubular frame.

* It is considered that other metal is all remanufactured for a future reprocess
** Price is approximated
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13.2. Beam frame made of aluminium
There are some changes comparing with the other one. It is made of another
material but its weight is much less and there are more welds. The approximated cost is:

Engineering (project):

150 hours/frame * 40€/hour = 6.000€/fame

Metal*:

10.660 kg/fame * 2€/kg = 21,320 €/frame

Manufacturing (milling machine, extrusion...):

300€

Welding:

25€/h of personal + installation = 300€

Transport:

40€

Stock:

1€/day * 30 days = 30 €

Personal (other):

100 €

Machines wasting:

50 €

Electricity:

15 kWh/frame * 01€/kW = 1.5 €/frame

Other (building, maintaining…):

200€

TOTAL

7050 € aprox. / beam frame**

(Table 13.2.) Cost of beam frame.

Anyway, clearly, the most expensive part is the engineering process (Fix cost) that there
is many hours of work so increases the final price in big proportion. Other costs are
relatively low because, if a high production was done, final price will go down slowly
(Variable cost).
The two types of cost mentioned above are:
-

Fix Cost: It doesn’t depend of the quantity built, if not it depends only if a
service is required or not, for example, in this case, engineering step is necessary
but won’t be cheaper if more frame are made, so always, independent on frames
built, cost will be the same.

-

Variable Cost: as more units are manufactured, as higher the cost is. That’s for
example the material, it has to be bought more material if are done two frames
than if is done just one frame.
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14. Environment
Every day, environment is much more important for our lives and our well-being so
it is really important that people each day think more about it. We are not really
conscious on how many materials, energy or others, we are wasting every day. The idea
of this point is taking some idea about how much energy is wasted to do a frame and to
do this Master Thesis, and the CO2 generated in both cases.

14.1. About frames
It’s considered that both frames are more or less the same time for each step, so a
general description is done:
Energy needed to transform the natural stone (bauxite) into aluminium is around 20
kWh/Kg (0,5 kg of Carbon for each aluminium kg). It is needed 10,660 Kg of
aluminium for each frame, then 10,660 kg * 20 kWh/Kg is about 210 KWh for each
frame only spent to transform aluminium.
On the other hand, about steel frame is needed about 25 kWh/kg, so for 21,850 kg is
about 550 kWh.
Since, the same machines are considered for both processes to do this chapter
lighter. It is known that steel is stronger so power on machines should be higher than
aluminium one but in these cases are considered same machines.
Then there are steps which need electrical energy like milling machine (numeric
control) with a powerful about 1,5 kW and spend around 10 min to make one of rear
structure column of the frame, so 20 min. for both. It’s spent 0.5kWh of electrical
energy.
Extrusion is another mechanism processor important to make profiles. At the frame,
there are both transversal profiles that ensure lateral stability between both sides of it.
Also there is the extrusion part of lateral structural profile. It’s about 1500 mm of beam
that must be extruded for each frame and a normal extrusion machine spend around one
second for 75 mm of extrusion. So to make all is needed about 20 seconds. This process
spends around 0,3 kWh.
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Bending beams can be done with a machine manually so it doesn’t waste electrical
energy.
Finally, it’s important to considerer that must be welded so lot of electrical power is
needed to do it. To know how many power is going to spend, it’s known that P=I*V, so
if it is used a soldering iron about 40A and it is plugged to the net at 220V, this is about
8,8 kW using during 10 min, it’s about 1,5 kWh
So to sum up, a full frame needs around 215 kWh for aluminium frame and around
555 KWh for steel.
Considering that getting 1 electric kWh by power station generates about 0,5 Kg of
CO2 so, if one tubular frame was produced, it would generate about 278 kg CO2 while,
on the other hand, an aluminium one would generate about 108 kg CO2.
Clearly, aluminium frame keeps better the environment.

14.2. About this Master Thesis
Sheets spent: around 400 (2,4 kg of paper)
Energy power:
Computer energy: 500 h x 75w = 37,5kWh
Light: 500h x 11w = 550 kWh
Printing and other are not considered because they are in few quantities.
Each kg of paper needs 10 kWh of electrical power, so 2,4 kg of paper (all paper
used at this project) requires 24 kWh of it.
So total energy spend to do it is about 611,5 kWh of electric power.
Total CO2 generated is 305,75 kg of CO2.
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15. Global summary

Tubular frame

Beam frame

Geometry

Steel:

Material
Frame’s mass = 21,85 kg; Center of mass [mm] = (-215,78; 96,8; -0,25)
Lateral frame stiffness (kN/mm)
Torsional frame stiffness (kNm/º)
Longitudinal stiffness (kNmm)

2,3
4,57
5,17

Aluminium:
Frame’s mass = 10,66 kg; Center of mass [mm] = (-266,20; 89,65; -0,18)

Dynamical characteristics

Lateral frame stiffness (kN/mm)
Torsional frame stiffness (kNm/º)
Longitudinal stiffness (kNmm)

3,12
6,87
5,59

External forces
Finites elements
application
(with engine support)
Natural frequencies
Divided by mode of vibration

Units: [Hz]

Divided by mode of vibration

Units: [Hz]

Mechanical fatigue

Iron + Coal -> (Blast furnace) -> (Bessemer converter) -> Steel block conformation + other metals ->
(casting) -> (alloy block conformation) -> [milling (REAR SUPPORT) + Extrusion, cutting and bent
(TUBULAR PROFILE)] -> (Welding) -> TUBULAR FRAME

Fabrication process

Bauxite -> (Bayer Process) -> Alumina -> (Electrolysis) -> Aluminium + other metals -> (casting) -> (alloy
block conformation) -> (milling [REAR SUPPORT] + Extrusion, cutting and bent [BEAM PROFILE] ->
(Welding) –>BEAM FRAME

6950 € / frame
278 kg CO2 produced to built it

Cost
Environment

7050 € / frame
108 kg CO2 produced to built it

(Table 15.1.) Global summary.
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16. Conclusions
-

Since the beginnings, motorcycle technology has been improved to get better
performance and less cost of production. (chapter 3)

-

There is a large type of different frames, each one useful for each kind of
motorcycle depending on which activity is wanted to do. (chapter 3)

-

Geometric parameters change dynamics on motorcycle, so describes its
behaviour in the different situations. Mainly, they are wheelbase, caster angle
and trail.
Other parameters that change dynamics are center of gravity and inertial
moments. (chapter 4)

-

Materials are one of most important characteristics. Steel allows more resistance
frame but more weigh. On the other way, aluminium allows a lighter frame but
softer so must be more oversized than other one. (chapter 5)

-

Dynamical features can be really important to predict future behaviours.
(chapter 6)

-

It’s really important to know the external forces as better as possible to do an
accurate posterior analysis. (chapter 7)

-

Tubular frame has more deformation and stresses than beam frame during
acceleration, while during braking is the opposite. In curve, there is a higher
deformation for tubular one but stresses are higher for beam one. As more rigid
the frame is, it allows more speed in straight-line but less velocity in curve so
that there is less energy spent on deformation. (chapter 8)

-

When engine structure is considered, then, generally, total deformations are
lower and equivalent stresses too. (chapter 8)

-

Natural frequencies are higher in tubular frame than beam frame so it is more
difficult that tubular frame be excited itself by external vibrations. (chapter 9)

-

About mechanical fatigue, number of cycles available are higher in tubular one
than beam so that the first one has less critic points on its structure (like corners
where there are lots of high stress points) so life cycle is longer for the first one
than for the second one. Different dynamic cycles affects much more on its
results getting a lower fatigue resistance. (chapter 10)

-

Optimization allows improving on these points where results should be better.
(chapter 11)
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Extrusion and milling are processors used for making the profile and other parts
that can’t be done with extrusion, respectively. In each case, it is calculated
forces needed. (chapter 12)

-

Welding process is done by TIG option because of its good properties on this
kind of conditions. (chapter 12)

-

The cost of each frame is around 7.000€. (chapter 13)

-

It’s important to have CO2 emissions under control because of global warm on
the earth. One frame pollutes as a car during 1000 km approximated (a car
pollutes 0,2 Kg for each km). (chapter 14)
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